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"Santa Clara is a perfect place

for these disClJssionswith its
strengths in theology, philosophy,
and technology."

Rivers we have known

EDITOR

Ron Hansen MA '95
CREATIVE

I

DIRECTOR

c_was}he poet Gary ~nyder wh_omI fir~t heard try to answer the quesuon Where are we? by speaking not m terms of towns or regions but
rivers. We were in the Czech Republic, in the city of Brno, near the
b~nks of the Svratka and the Svitava (not far from a dig where paleontologists recently unearthed a pit that appears to have been used by prehistoric
chefs for barbecueing mammoths), tributaries to the Dyje chat flows into the
Morava that defines the border between Czechs and Slovaks and Austrians
and flows into the more-brown-than-blue-Danube, which waltzes its way
south to the Black Sea.
An interesting thing happens when you begin to speak in terms of rivers
and their tributaries_bub~ling up from springs in the highlands-this liquid
geography overflowmg with metaphor and flowing down over millennia: We
find connections thousands of miles upstream, with moments of stillness and
thunderous roaring waterfalls and mile-wide deltas to come.
Wrapped around the cover of this issue of SCM is the Colorado River
maje~tic sculpto'.· of one of the world's natural wonders, the Grand Cany~n,
offenng lessons m beauty and wonder and humility in the face of creation. It's
a river I have known in a few ways: from weeks in the Anza-Borrego Desert
and th~ mistake of a _sali~elake there, the Salton Sea; and from years in balmy
San Diego, whose thirst 1squenched by that river, too, thanks to a brokered
arrangement between states, since the river demarcates where Nevada and
then California end and Arizona begins, before the river flows, much diminished, into Mexico and toward but no longer into the Gulf of California.
The first waterway I ~ew-reall,y knew, intimately, washing through
me and over me and tuggmg me downstream in an icy brown torrent of
~ebruary ice ~elt-is a nameless brook on the fringes of Chicagoland. That
nvulet flows mto Grassy Lake, part of the Flint Creek Watershed which
pours _into the_F?x_Ri','er,':hich flows into the Illinois River, a tributary of
the mighty M1ss1ss1pp1
on its way to the Gulf of Mexico. That nameless
br~ok nearly killed me. Age 5: I stood on the slushy bank with my buddy
~1ke Maurer, the two of us hefting found tree limbs and lowering chem
mto the water to test its depth. My stick lost its perch on the bottom and I
went in. Drifted downstream, around a bend. Caught hold of a root.' Hoisted
mys~lf out wi_chMike's help. Stood shivering in the twilight, glad to be alive,
and 1f not quite understanding how close I'd come to death, then at least
grasping a thread of how close I had come to something terribly irrevocable.
I have known other rivers since then but none quite like chat. And learned
a little respect for the waters that have filled our glasses and slaked the thirst
of crops, carried our commerce a~d swallowed our sludge, served as spawning
grou~ds for salmon a~d trout, shimmered and caught fire. These sparkling
artenes that were flowmg tens of thousands of years before we built condom_ini~msand z6calos and Jet Skis and post offices and dry cleaners. That
w1!l, 1fwe care enough to make it so, still be flowing years hence when the Jet
Skis have been replaced by personal jet packs powered by static electricity.
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Horns of a dilemma
In President Engh's inauguration address, he issued a call
for the University to "become
a major center for discussions
of environmental justice." In
1979 Albert Rose, a noted
physicist, estimated that each
human requires about one
acre to supply its food and
energy needs. There is an
absolute limit to the population that the earth can sustain.
That number could be but
a few generations away. It
is impossible to prevent the
consequent disaster without
population control. These
facts and the position of the
Catholic Church on birth
control put us on the horns
of a dilemma, as Fr. Fagothey
taught in my senior ethics
class. Santa Clara is a perfect
place for these discussions
with its strengths in theology,
philosophy, and technology.
JOHN B. MOONEY

'50

Hudson, Fin.

Those darned sins
I found Professor Field's
article in AfterWords ("Sins of
omission and commission,"
Summer 2009 SC.M) extremely interesting. However, I did
not see any reference to the
Garn-St. Germain Depository
Institutions Act of 1982,
which contributed to the savings and loan meltdown of

the late 1980s.
Deregulation
of financial
institutions was
government
policy. When
interviewed on
television regarding the current
recession, Alan Greenspan was
asked, "How can we avoid
this in the future?" He replied,
"Change human nature."
Buyers, sellers, brokers, mortgage brokers, and financial
institutions all contributed to
our present malaise.

rences in one year impact the
next year's results.
A few years ago, when
I started seeing ads touting
loans with escalating interest
rates and balloon payments,
I thought to myself, "The
banks know they are going
to have a high rate of foreclosures on those loans; they
must want to own a lot of real
estate." Now the banks that
held the loans have the properties on their hands, but we
learn that they had no plans
for what to do with them!

JIM MAYO MBA '96

Gainesville, Fin.

JOAN CARTER

MBA '77

Pio11ee1;Calif.

I'll confess chat the present
economic mess has been so
confusing as to its causes that
I've avoided reading analyses
and columns in newspapers
about it. But the AfterWords
page in the Summer issue
really made me feel that I
now have some understanding of why we're in the
situation we're in. Kudos to
Professor Alex Field of SCU's
Department of Economics.
PETER ROSS
Professor of Mathematics, SCU

Smartest guys
in the bank
Professor Mario Belotti's
course in macroeconomics
was a great basis for understanding the current mess
the world is in. I was taking
the course during the first
OPEC cutoff of oil to the
States, so the economy was
experiencing major disruptions, including gasoline price
increases that we'd never seen
before. Forecasting forced me
to think about how occur-

By the way
I didn't graduate from Santa
Clara-it would have been
1964-but Santa Clara provided most of my college
education. And I enjoy the
alumni magazine. I get three
of them and yours is the best.
JAMES L. BOTSFORD
Las Cruces, N.M

Reaching out
Thank you for publishing
the chapter from Francisco
Jimenez's Reaching Out in
your Fall 2008 issue. It led
me to purchase his autobiographical trilogy-The
Circuit, Breaking Through,
and Reaching Out-and they
became a wonderful addition
to my 40th Class Reunion.
Having been one of those
underclassmen in Dunne
Hall on Frank's floor that
he mentions in his less than
loved role as resident assistant, I had no idea of his
challenges and struggles. At
the time he appeared the
confident senior who had
SANTA

CLARA

everything under control.
Reaching Out captures
the University of the 1960s
so well: from the registration experience in Siefert
Gym to the lighting on a fall
day in Montgomery Hall,
to the basement classroom
in O'Connor and the many
priests and professors who are
so clearly remembered, including Frs. Bannan, Macklin,
Wright, and Dr. Vari.
His story as an immigrant touched me as well.
I've worked as a teacher and
administrator in a predominantly immigrant community
for most of my career, often
with children and families
with similar stories to Frank's.
He gave me a depth of
understanding of that life
that I did not previously have.
I wished I had had Frank's
stories 30 years ago. For those
of us involved around the
country in JustFaith groups
on Catholic social teachings,
Frank's stories provide an
experience that can broaden
our sense of others' realities
and open our hearts.
HUGH MENTON

'68

Claremont, Calif.

Write us!
We welcome your letters
in response to articles.
santaclaramagazine.com
scmagazine@scu.edu
fax 408-554-5464
Santa Clara Magazine
Santa Clara University
500 El Camino Real
Santa Clara, CA 95053-1500
We may edit letters for style,
clarity, civility, and length.
Questions? Call 408-551-1840.
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HEARD

ON

Law School
commencement

CAMPUS

"We all have a purpose as we leave here. For we have been shown the
meaning of community, and that is a lesson the world so desperately
needs right now. From Ponzi schemes and mortgage crises locally, to
Sudan and El Salvador abroad, our world is filled with the effects of
those who do not know the meaning of community."
-Brandon

Ashby '09,

ValedictoryAddress, June 13, 2009

the evening of
Buckley, Vallor,
Friday, June 12,
Farnsworth),
at the University's
there was also
Leavey Center.
the wisdom of
Skoll called
philosopher
on graduates to
Charles Taylor and
achieve their genAshby's own father.
. "moon
erat1ons
Ashby recalled the
shot." What
moment he learned
would that be?
he'd been accepted
"Maybe it is to
at Santa Clara and
reverse climate
Alterthe courseof history:philanthropist
told Dad. "He
gave me a hug and andeBayFounding
President
JeffreySkoll
change and bring
the snows back
told me how proud
to Kilimanjaro," he said. "Maybe it is
he was," Ashby said. "Then he gave
to replace conflict with cooperation in
me three words of advice about comthe Middle East. ... Every generation
munity: 'If you don't call your mother
has the ability to alter the course of
she will kill us both; buy ear plugs;
history."
and for God's sake wear sandals in
In addition to his role at eBay,
the shower!'
Skoll established the Skoll Foundation,
"The ability to listen is the ability
focused on socially beneficial entreto empower," Ashby said, concluding
preneurship, and Participant Media,
his address by posing a few questions:
which uses film and other media to
"So as we leave here, who will we
"tell stories that inspire and compel
empower? Who will we ask to accept
social change." Films it has backed
us? What will we stand for? Which
include Al Gore's An Inconvenient
is to ask: Who will we stand by? The
Truth, Good Night and Good Luck,
world is asking. And now, we must
about the McCarthy era, and The Kite
answer. "
)

COMMENCEMENT

What will you stand for?
Onward and upward with the Class of '09

1

une 13 began
cool and gray,
the uncertain
s es over Buck Shaw
Stadium teasing with
droplets of rainhardly the norm for a
Saturday on the cusp
of summer in the
balmy South Bay. But
by the time the ceremony was over-the
grand faculty procession complete, the
names of graduates
called and degrees

were ready to shed their
black robes and kick up
their heels.
More than 12,000
family and friends
cheered and applauded
the 1,383 undergraduates receiving diplomas. Honorary degrees
were awarded to John
Chambers, chairman
and CEO of Cisco, and
John Baumann, S.J.,
who founded PICO, a
network of faith-based
Embracechange:
community
organizations
CiscoCEO
JohnChambers
conferred, words spoworking to create innovaken invoking integrity and compassion
tive solutions to problems facing urban,
and purposeful community-the sun
suburban, and rural communities and
was blazing and the newly minted grads
the poor.
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Chambers delivered the commencement address and observed that Santa
Clara must be doing something right,
since more than 1,000 graduates of
SCU work for Cisco. In tune with the
uncertain times recent grads confront,
he called upon students to embrace
change. "If you don't take chances in
life and if you aren't willing to take
risks, you will never achieve what
you're capable of contributing back,
both in your personal life and your
business life," Chambers said.
Along with being a leading light
in the corporate world, Chambers is
widely recognized for his philanthropic
leadership at Cisco. He takes an active
role in corporate social responsibility
initiatives worldwide and received the
first-ever Clinton Global Citizen Award
from President Bill Clinton.
SCU philosophy major Brandon
Ashby '09 delivered the valedictory address. In a ralk populated
with the names of fellow students
(Christilei, Eugene, Noelle, Anna,
Veronica) and inspirational faculty
(Nelson, Radcliffe, Ravizza, Prior,

Speak up!
Use your diplomas as microphones to
speak up in the face of "appalling silences,"
Bryan Stevenson, founder and executive
director of Alabama-based Equal Justice
Initiative,told the 280 graduating members
of the School of Law.
"There is power in identity," he said. "If
we say something with the identity that we
have, we can change the way people think,
we can change the way people behave."
He told a story about a racist and abusive
prison guard who eventually came to treat
Stevenson respectfully after hearing him
passionately defend an unfairly treated
client in court. "Nothing is impossible if
you speak up," Stevenson said.
The law school's 98th commencement
took place on Saturday, May 23, in the
Mission Gardens, with about 3,500 family,
friends, and supporters of the Class of
2009. DL

Runner, based on the novel by Khaled
Hosseini '88.
President Michael Engh, S.J.,
suggested the graduates follow the
example of Skoll and inspire others to
act more justly, compassionately, and
generously. "You've already made us
proud; now become a model for us,"
Fr. Engh said. Steven Boyd Saum and
Deborah Lohse

15!>
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See a commencementslideshowand read
BrandonAshby'svaledictoryaddress at
santaclaramagazine.com.

Shoot for the Moon
Write your epitaph and then work
backward to achieve it, eBay founding
president, philanthropist, and media
executive Jeffrey Skoll advised the
graduates of Santa Clara University's
three advanced-degree programs. The
graduation of about 800 students from
the School of Engineering, the Leavey
School of Business, and the School of
Education, Counseling Psychology,
and Pastoral Ministries took place
Lookto the future:at left,MBA
grads,including
Chad
'09 andJennifer
Wei'09. Right:
Provost
Lucia
Benzel
Gilbert
presidesoverundergraduate
commencement.
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THEOLOGY

Introducing the Jesuit School of
Theology of Santa Clara University

J

uly 1 marked a new beginning
for two gems of Bay Area higher
education: The Jesuit School of
Theology CTST)at Berkeley and Santa
Clara University joined forces, with JST
officially becoming the Jesuit School of
Theology of Santa Clara University.
The integration is the culmination of several years of effort. It's
expected that many prized facets
of ]ST will remain unchanged. For
example, it will remain part of the
Graduate Theological Union-nine
schools mostly clustered on Berkeley's
"Holy Hill" just to the north of the
University of California, Berkeley

campus. Together the nine boast the
largest doctoral program in theology in
the United States, and they operate a
world-class theological library.
]ST students will continue to have
the right to cross-registerat UC Berkeley.
The Vatican Congregation of Catholic
Education in Rome will continue to
set standards for the granting of JST
ecclesiastical degrees. Eventually these
degrees will bear the name of Santa
Clara University. And both SCU and
JST will retain the academic freedoms
they currently enjoy.
"This partnership solidifies and
fortifies SCU and JST in their shared
goal of engaging in global theological
study, contextual education, and justiceoriented ministry,"
said President Michael
Engh, S.J. "It will also
help ensure a continued,
strong Jesuit presence at
SCU."

OnHolyHill: the JesuitSchoolof Theology

A sort of
homecoming
Santa Clara's Jesuits
already have many
connections with JST:
For the past 40 years,
the school has been
the final stop on the
road to ordination for
many Jesuits, including President Engh
and Chancellor Paul
Locatelli, S.J. '60. Less
well lmown, perhaps, is
that JST's small campus
is a magnet for all kinds
of people-lay as well
as non-Jesuit religiousseeking to study in
one of the globe's great
theological centers.
JST's Berkeley location may come as a
surprise to those accus6
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corned to thinking of the famously liberal city as a bastion of secularism. In
fact, when JST was founded as Alma
College 75 years ago, its campus lay in
the hills near Los Gatos. The college
was a Jesuit "theologate" that affiliated with SCU in the mid-1950s, and
Santa Clara granted degrees to Alma
students. Catching the spirit of Vatican
II, in 1969 Alma moved from the
seclusion of the Santa Cruz Mountains
to the bustle of Berkeley, taking up
digs in a former fraternity house and
apartment building.
There's nothing backward-looking,
though, about rejoining the Santa
Clara fold, said Kevin Burke, S.J.,
academic dean of JST. "It will increase
SCU's international presence and
enable SCU, with its outstanding
religious studies faculty and the
]ST faculty, to become one of the
leading Catholic centers of theological
reflection in the United States,"
Fr. Burke said.
The move opens up the possibility
of all kinds of cooperation, including
joint programs like a master of divinity combined with law, business, or
even engineering degrees, Burke said,
sketching possibilities still very much
in the "maybe" category. Santa Clara
will continue to offer a master of arts
degree in pastoral ministries with available emphases in catechetics, liturgical
music, pastoral liturgy, and spirituality.
]ST students may one day bring their
varied backgrounds to teach Santa
Clara religious studies undergrads, who
could also avail themselves of graduate
classes at the Berkeley campus.
The union will give the theologians
in Berkeley greater contact with the
full spectrum of disciplines available
at SCU. Paul Crowley, S.J., chair of
Santa Clara's religious studies department and a JST graduate, underscored
that theologians need contact with

everyone from economists to scientists
to historians to ground their work in
current thinking. "You have to know
how the world works," he said. "You
have to know what people are saying to
do your work with intellectual honesty."
The addition of JST as a new graduate school has led to another change
at SCU: As of July 1, the Graduate
Program in Pastoral Ministry (GPPM)

A JST primer
One of only two Jesuit theological
centers in the United States, JST offers
three ecclesiastical degrees qualified
by the Vatican Congregation of Catholic
Education. Ecclesiastical degrees are
granted largely, but not exclusively,
to Jesuits training for priesthood or
to teach in Catholic seminaries. JST
also offers four advanced theological
degrees, as well as sabbatical and
certificate programs for clergy, religious,
and lay people.

1934 Founded as Alma College in
Los Gatos.
1969 Relocated to Berkeley to become
a member school of the Graduate
Theological Union. Name changed
to the Jesuit School of Theology at
Berkeley.
2009 Affiliates with SCU and becomes
the Jesuit School of Theology of Santa
Clara University.
moved from the School of Education,
Counseling, and Pastoral Ministry to
become part of the Department of
Religious Studies in the College of Arts
and Sciences. "This will help create
synergies between Religious Studies faculty and GPPM," notes Provost Lucia
Gilbert. It also means that, along with
schools of law, business, and engineering, SCU is now home to the renamed
School of Education and Counseling
Psychology.
Buddhist studies meets
basketball
Already the discussions about integration yielded a co-sponsored conference
on "Local Ecclesiologies in Dialogue"
in May, with participants from India,
Nepal, Ivory Coast, Brazil, and other

countries. ]ST will continue to
be a choice destination for foreign students, especially priests
looking for advanced ecclesiastical degrees such as a doctorate
in sacred theology.
For example, JST student
Simon Nsielanga Tukumu, S.J.,
a Congolese Jesuit, is one of
only 4,000 people who speak
Nzadi, a language unknown to
Western linguists. Fr. Tukumu
has been working with a UC
Berkeley professor to document
it for the first time.
In addition to educational benefits,
JST gains practical advantages from the
economy of scale. For a small school
of around 200 students, something as
simple as consulting with an attorney
for legal advice can be an expensive
proposition. Tying into Santa Clara's
deeper resources and administrative
tools makes sense.
Similarly, the Jesuits' only other U.S.
theological school-the Weston Jesuit
School of Theology in Massachusettsrecently affiliated with Boston College
and moved to the college's grounds
in Brighton.
The Berkeley school, though, won't
be relocating. The bond with Santa
Clara is vital. So are the opportunities that abound in the Graduate
Theological Union, not to mention
the relationship with the Universiry
of California.
As an example, Burke told of one
recent student; Thierry Robouam, S.J.,
a French Jesuit who works in Japan
and recently completed a doctorate on Christian-Buddhist dialogue.
Fr. Robouam's doctoral committee
included a Catholic priest from the
Jesuit school; a Protestant minister with expertise in Asia from
another faculty; and a representative from the nearby Institure of
Buddhist Studies, an affiliate of
the Graduate Theological Union.
"There is practically nowhere else in
the world he could have done this,"
Burke said.
For quite a few of the students,
Santa Clara is already a familiar
presence. Annie Selak '05, a for-

Deanof JST:KevinBurke,S.J.

mer member of the Jesuit Volunteer
Corps, graduated in May with her
master's in divinity. She said her years
at SCU, especially living in the Loyola
Residential Learning Community, set
her on her current path: work as a
campus ministry director at a Southern
California all-girls high school.
]ST students aren't quite sure yet
what to expect from the transition, she
said. Overall, the mood is enthusiastic.
"There's an excitement for the possibilities of collaboration," Selak said.
And while they'll continue wrestling
with weighty theological questions, a
few students have already made inquiries
about getting tickets to SCU basketball
games. Sam Scott '96 9

Who are the students of JST?
35%intern
from appr
40 differe
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Three Fulbrights and a Goldwater
Writing across the Caribbean
participating in the Fulbright Program.
his fall, Senior Lecturer in
The country's flagship international
English Simone J.Billings
educational exchange program, it was
heads for Barbados. As a
established in 1946 and is sponsored by
Fulbright Scholar,
the U.S. Department of State, Bureau of
she will be
Educational and Cultural Affairs. SBS
working with
Cafe con justicia
Open Campus of
eth Tellman '09 loves coffee
the University of
and justice. A recipient of
the West Indies
the Fulbright U.S. Student
(UWI). Her
Award, she travels to El Salvador this
primary project:
fall to create a project that merges
collaborating with
her academic interest in agricultural
Hazel Simmonsdevelopment and her passion for
McDonald, vice
communities in need.
chancellor of
Tellman double majored in
Open Campus,
sustainable globalization, a major she
on designing
crafted for herself, and environmental
curriculum for
studies. In El Salvador, she will
writing classes
research food security for coffee
taught in the
farmers. Ultimately, she hopes to
classroom and
gather enough data to assess which
online. Billings will also be running
is better for farmers: selling coffee
faculty workshops for community
as a cash crop or
colleges in the Caribbean
creating their own
and working with them on
"By improving
"food sovereignty" by
the redesign of writing
students'
abilities in
choosing what they
programs.
critical thinking and
grow and eat, and
UWI's Simmonswriting, we faculty can controlling the means
McDonald previously
of production.
taught at SCU for a year,
empower students
A native of
so this fellowship builds
both in the U.S.
Indianapolis, Tellman
on the international
and abroad to enter
first traveled to El
contacts between the two
Salvador as a senior
universities. "By improving into more fields
in high school when
students' abilities in critical than would otherwise
she led an immersion
be possible."
thinking and writing,
trip. She has been
we faculty can empower
SIMONE J. BILLINGS
back several times,
students both in the U.S.
including working as a
and abroad to enter into
Catholic Relief Services
more fields than would otherwise be
intern, studying at SCU's Casa de la
possible," Billings said.
Solidaridad program, and researching
At Santa Clara full-time since
food ethics as a Hackworth Fellow.
1980, Billings specializesin teaching
On the Mission campus, during her
nonfiction writing. For the past three
sophomore
year, she helped to ensure
years she served as special assistant to
that
Santa
Clara
began serving 100
the president. This year she is one of
percent
Fair
Trade
Certified coffee.
1,100 U.S. scholars and professionals

AuH20 for Hayes
orking with Assistant
Professor of Chemistry
Steven Suljak, Michael
Hayes '10 has developed a good
understanding of how a research lab
functions. He and fellow research
assistants work here to find aptamers
-certain kinds of molecules that are
useful for identifying diseases. And
next year Hayes will continue his
studies at SCU as the recipient of a
prestigious Goldwater Scholarship.
Hayes, a biochemistry major, is one
of 278 recipients across the country
who won the scholarship, an award for
students who demonstrate excellence
in the sciences and plan to continue
their education. The scholarship will go
toward Hayes' tuition and fees during
the 2009-10 academic year.

BethTellman

Her Fulbright proposal is a
continuation of this research, she says.
"I get to spend a year finding out
the answer to questions I had been
asking that I couldn't find out in two
months." Katie Powers '09
Teaching English in Saxony
Fulbright Teacher Assistantship
Award takes Benjamin Snyder '09
o Saxony, in the former East
Germany, where he will teach English
to secondary school students. Snyder
studied at Humboldt University in
Berlin during his junior year at SCU,
and he gained experience teaching
English as a second language in San
Jose. Teaching English in Germany
seemed like a natural fit, he said.
At SCU Snyder triple majored
in political science, German, and history. He also was president of the
German club and a member of the
cross-country team. DL

5
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LAW

Santa Clara

Top,

America's
best
graduate
schools

University
jumped five
spots in the

"Best
Places to
Work in the
Bay Area"
annual

The annual U.S.
News and World
Report rankings
of graduate schools were published in
April. SCU's business and law schools
earned several distinctions:

survey, landing at No. 5 in the
"large employers" category
(501-1 ,500 employees). SCU
is the only university to make

BUSINESS: No. 10 part-time
executive MBA program in the
country I No. 15 full-time executive
MBA program.

the top 10. The survey is conducted by the San Francisco

Business Times and the Silicon

LAW: No. 8 intellectual property
law program in the country I No. 10

Valley/San Jose Business

most diverse law school in the country I
Among Top 100 law schools nationally.

Journal. Deepa Arora

TRUSTEES

Robert Finocchio '73 elected
chairman of SCU board
e SCU Board of Trustees elected
Robert J. Finocchio Jr. '73
hairman in June. Finocchio, a
corporate director, venture capitalist, and private
investor, was
elected to the
Board in 2000
and has served
as vice chair
since 2003. He
previously served
on SCU's Board
of Regents from
RobertJ. Finocchio
1995 to 1999. He
takes the post previously held by A.C.
"Mike" Markkula, who is stepping
down after two terms as chair.
"Bob is a man of strong intellect,
unquestioned integrity, and great wit,"
said SCU President Michael Engh, S.J.,

T:
MichaelHayes

(re(Y)dsrr4c'1111

AND

Hayes hails from Scappoose, Ore.,
near Portland. Along with studying
biochemistry, he is minoring in music.
This past winter he sang the part of
the count in the opera The Marriage
of Figaro.He has been the recipient of
a Provost Research Fellowship, which
he used to travel to the University of
Minnesota with Suljak, his mentor, and
to visit an analytical chemistry research
group. After graduation, Hayes plans to
pursue an M.D./Ph.D. and continue in
medical research. KP e

who said he looks forward to working
with Finocchio.
A former chairman, president, and
CEO of database company lnformix,
Finocchio is currently a venture partner
at Advanced Technology Ventures. He
also spent nine years at 3Com Corp.
and 10 years at ROLM Corp. He serves
on the boards of Sun Microsystems,
Altera Corp, and Echelon Corp, and
on the boards of private companies
CaseCentral and Silver Peak.
Since September 2000, Finocchio
has been a dean's executive professor at SCU's Leavey School of
Business. He holds a B.S. (magna
cum laude) in economics from SCU
and an MBA (Baker Scholar, with high
distinction) from Harvard Business
School. DA®)

BenjaminSnyder
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Everybody chill
As computer chips become more powerful, they grow ever hotter.
In doing research at SCU and Hewlett-Packard, Sergio Escobar
Vargas Ph.D. '10 is looking for a way to cool things down. Enter
the spray nozzle.
Thecoolfactor:SergioEscobar
Vargasin his SCUlab

ated more heat, an increasing threat to themselves
and their surroundings.
Adapting ink-jet printer
technology, HP researchers
are finding ways to spray
the hottest parts of a chip's
processor with microscopic bursts of coolant.
The technique promises a
big step forward over fans
and heat sinks, the inefficient and bulky means
to manage the problem
traditionally.

A delicate balance

T

he essence of the idea is as simple as a cold shower on a hot
day: ~pray drops of liquid to
reduce heat. But in the complex world
of computers, "spray cooling" takes
plenty of fluid of a different sortthe sweat and tears of prolonged
effort. For the past three years, Sergio
Escobar Vargas, a Santa Clara doctoral
student in mechanical engineering,
has dedicated himself to perfecting a
watery way ro cool the microprocessors
that form the brains of computers.
Spray cooling is a concept championed by Hewlett-Packard in information
technology's never-ending battle against
heat: More powerful chips have gener-

10
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The success of the
technology hinges on
keeping processors at
the minimum temperature required to dissipate
the maximum amount
of heat through evaporation. It's a painstaking balancing act
that depends on the frequency, size,
and velocity of the tiny dropletseach less than the diameter of a hair.
Among the challenges: recycling the
coolant in a closed loop and redesigning
ink cartridges for compact inclusion in
a computer.
Conducting research in labs on
campus and at HP's Palo Alto facility,
Escobar has been integral to the project's research and design, said Ramesh
Sharma, senior research scientist at HP
Labs, the company's research center.
And, Sharma says, "He has put his
heart and soul into this."

2009

Escobar's work has already helped set
a new record for dissipating heat from
a chip. His name is on two pending
patents, alongside those of other HP
scientists. The work has also resulted
in journal and conference publications,
an invitation to present at a meeting
sponsored by the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, and a two-day
symposium that brought engineers
from across the country to campus.
And Escobar received the 2008 Student
of the Year award from the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers in
the electronic and photonic packaging
division, an award he was nominated for
by his fellow HP researchers.
"It was quite an achievement for
him," said Abdlmonem Beitelmal
Ph.D. '00, who also worked at HP
Labs while earning his doctorate at
Santa Clara. Beitelmal later joined HP
as a researcher and recently returned to
SCU as an adjunct associate professor.
Escobar came to Santa Clara after
earning undergraduate degrees in his
native Mexico and master's degrees
at the universities of Puerto Rico and
Notre Dame. Here he has relished the
research opportunities-along
with the
social and professional opportunities of
Silicon Valley life, from cutting-edge
science to pickup soccer. "I have nothing to envy schools like Berkeley or
MIT for," he says.
Escobar is one of just a half dozen
doctorate students in mechanical
engineering overseen by a roughly
equal number of faculty. Drazen
Fabris, assistant professor of mechanical
engineering, helps supervise Escobar's
research. "These students can really
get immersed in projects over multiple
years and have the time to do research
that puts us on a level comparable to
bigger universities," he says.
As for Escobar, he intends to
complete his doctorate by the end of
2009-with
hopes to continue his
research in heat dissipation in Silicon
Valley, or perhaps for an automaker in
Michigan. He concedes that auto companies are in a tough spot these days.
But they could also benefit tremendously from the work he's doing. ss Gl

New from SCLJ faculi)l,_
__

WHAT HAVE WE LOST?
Sigmund Freud
and Max Weber
predicted religion
would dwindle
in an era of
modernization.
Just how do
we measure the
,...,_,___
transformation?
...,,_,_
Mourning
Religion
(University of Virginia
Press, 2008), co-edited by
Diane Jonte-Pace, brings
together essays that trace
the contours of faith in an
era of religious decline.
Jonte-Pace is vice provost
for undergraduate studies
and a professor of religious
studies. Using perspectives
from psychology, sociology,
and anthropology, this
collection looks at the loss
of religion in conjunction
with cultural change, through
lenses such as the films
of Krzysztof Kieslowski,
psychoanalytic studies of
Indian religions, and French
feminist theory. KP

SAY IT PROUDIN THREE VOLUMES
From ACT UP to
Andy Warhol, from
cross-dressing to
queer theory, from
the Stonewall Riots
to Melissa Etheridge,
the three-volume
LGBTQ America
Today: An Encyclopedia
(Greenwood, 2008) offers a
broad, topic-structured survey of lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, and queer life
in American culture during
the past 60 years. Edited by
Professor of English John
Hawley, the encyclopedia
delineates more than 300
individuals, concepts, historical events, and sociopolitical issues surrounding what
the introduction describes
as '"non-heterosexual'
America." {Changing and
broadening terms are part of
the story.) Entries are listed
alphabetically and crossreferenced in bold print,
followed by a bibliography
specific to each topic, providing easy reference for students, scholars, and general
readers. Molly Gore '10

MUS

IC

MATTER AND
PERCEPTION

The Missionsings

David Hume was only 28
when he published A Treatise
on Human Nature-and was
dubbed an atheist, among
other things. Much more was
to come from this
empirical philosopher who became
a luminary of
the Scottish
Enlightenment
as he influenced
philosophy of
the mind, knowledge, religion, morality, economics,
and politics. In the weighty
A Companion to Hume
{Blackwell, 2008), Professor
of Philosophy Elizabeth S.
Radcliffe has edited 28 essays
that put the man and his
work in context, illuminating
his contributions and their
consequences. SBS

Early this summer the walls
of the Mission Church
echoed with centuriesold hymns, thanks to the
scholarship of Margaret
Cayward '81, a Ph.D.
candidate in music at
University of California,
Davis. Drawing on research
that included work in
the SCU Archives, sevMargaretCayward'81
eral years ago Cayward
brought into modern musical parlance a set of "lost" Santa Clara
scores in her manuscript Musical Life at Mission Santa Clara
de Asis, 1777-1836. When music student Elise La Barre '09
heard about the research in a class she took with Professor of
Anthropology Russell Skowronek, more musical wheels started
turning. The result: a soaring vocal performance on June 5 by
Joseph Barrack '09, James Conelly '10, Michael Hayes
'10, Ian Jenkins '10, Chris Ng '05, Matthew Peterson '09,
Professor Steven Suljak, and Sean Texiera '09-with La Barre
on harpsichord.
"It sounded so right," Cayward says, who was thrilled to hear
songs the way the Clarefios did in the 18th and early 19th centuries.
Cayward came to Santa Clara to study mathematics as an
undergraduate; when she was still in high school, the East San Jose
native acted on Professor Gerald Alexanderson's encouragement
to take calculus classes at the Mission campus. What about music?
As a student, she played violin in the University symphony, and
when she headed to Latin America some years after graduation,
she took with her not a camera but a tape recorder. Years later she
completed a master's in music at Cal State Hayward, and she has
found herself drawn over and over to the social history of the music
sung and played in the Santa Clara Valley.
"There are more stories to be told," she says. And now those
stories can be heard as well as read. SBS

HISTORY, GENDER,
AND MAKING JAPAN
Out in paperback: Gendering
Modern Japanese
History (Harvard
University Press,
2008), a collection of scholarly
essays co-edited
by Professor of History
Barbara Molony and Temple
University's Kathleen Uno.
Published in hardback in 2005,
the volume covers 1868 to the
present and examines topics
such as theories of sexuality and gender proscriptions
for men and women. Gender
matters profoundly, the essays
argue, not least for the ways it
shapes ideologies and institutions. Alicia K. Gonzales '09

fJW EE\ C LU S IVE S
Listen to songs from the Mission and follow links to buy
a recording of the hymns at santaclaramagazine.com.

FILM

Race in Cuba
When a group of African-American students set
out to explore the streets of Cuba, they found
an Afro-Cuban experience devoid of the same
oppression they often felt at home. Capturing
that journey on film is the documentary Beautiful
Me(s), released in 2008. Directed by Ethnic
Studies Professor Robin Hayes, the film uses
footage from a 2002 trip taken by Hayes and her
classmates from Yale. Santa Clara students were
involved with post-production and promotion
of the film, which has garnered attention across
college campuses and was an official selection

for the Pan African
International Film
Festival at Cannes
in April. The film
isn't blind to the
shortcomings of the
Revolution. But its
focus is on exploring
racial equality across
Revolution
in everyneighborhood:
national boundaries.
stickballin the streetsof Havana
"In Cuba, you see
communities that
don't have to wrestle with the same level of violence we have in the United States," Hayes says,
"and it creates a much greater openness and
stronger bonds between neighbors." KP
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SATELLITES

Cosmic prescription: Think small.
PharmaSat is the size of a loaf of bread. And right now it's
screaming overhead at 17,000 miles an hour-with SCU
engineering students at the controls.

S

tudent engineers, guests from
NASA, and curious passersby
waited with bated breath in Room
324 of Bannan Engineering on the
afternoon of May 19, watching on large
screens as a Minotaur rocket lifted off
from Wallops Island, Va.
A dozen minutes after liftoff, the
rocket deployed its first passenger
and primary payload, an 880-pound
military reconnaissance satellite. A few
minutes later, the rocket ejected some
tiny hitchhikers, including a miniature
satellite by the name of PharmaSat.
The SCU team waited for PharmaSat
to complete its first 90-minute orbit
before they received the first sign of life:
a faint telephone modem-like signal.
In Bannan 324, there was a collective
sigh of relief. Then the ground operations team-SCU engineering students
stationed both on campus and at SRI
International in Menlo Park-began
verifying the satellite's stability before
starting a 96-hour experiment in space.
Weighing about 10 pounds and the
size of a loaf of bread, PharmaSat is a
nanosatellite. It houses 48 sample wells
Onthe roof: from left,MikeRasay'01, M.S.'07,
Ph.D.'12,PaulMahacek'05, M.S.'09, E.E.'10,
JoseAcain'06, M.S.'09, IgnacioMasPh.D.'10

Experiments like this are typically
done aboard the manned, multibilliondollar space station. Next to NASA
missions that may take years, or occasionally decades, to finish, nanosatellite
missions are completed in a fraction of
the time, at a fraction of the cost.
Small is beautiful II

The grounds operations crew at SCU
had its first experience managing a
and an optical sensor to measure the
nanosatellite three years ago, with the
density and growth of yeast, which scilaunch of the shoebox-size GeneSat.
entists use to track the performance of
That mission marked the first
antifungal treatments on
time a NASA satellite was prithe growth of microbes in
marily controlled by students.
microgravity. Ultimately,
The satellite was the site of an
the experiment aboard
experiment measuring E. co/i's
PharmaSat may provide
resistance to antibiotic doses;
answers to important
PharmaSat may
it also proved the Santa Clara
questions about the
provide answers
engineering lab's capability to
performance of pharmato important
deliver industry-grade satelceuticals in space during
questions about
lite communication service
long-duration missions.
the performance
to NASA.
The students controlof pharmaceuticals
GeneSat and PharmaSat
ling PharmaSat work
in space during
nearly identical in appearare
under the direction of
long-duration
ance, and both monitor
Professor of Engineering
m1ss10ns.
biological strains through
Chris Kitts, who heads
optics system. The satelan
the Robotics Systems
lites download data to their Earth
Laboratory at SCU and the Center
crews through a dish owned by SRI
for Robotic Exploration and Space
plus an amateur antenInternational,
Research
Ames
Technologies at NASA
on the Bannan
dishes
two
and
na
fantastic
a
is
collaboration
Center. "The
were constructed
that
roof
Engineering
become
to
opportunity for students
students.
by
techspace
immersed in cutting-edge
Giovanni Minelli '06, M.S. '09 is
nology," Kitts says. The success of this
a graduate student in engineering who
mission both demonstrated the viability
helped develop PharmaSat and based his
technology
of miniaturizing satellite
master's thesis research on it. For NASA,
for
useful
and provided information
he says, "Partnering with a university
of
strains
against
developing measures
means that you can pay a fraction of the
resistant bacteria in space.
price for normal industry ground operations. For students, this is as close to
industry-caliber work that you can gee."
Following in GeneSat's footsteps,
PharmaSat will soon be handed over to
Kitts as an instructional and research
tool for his Intro to Satellite Operations
class until the satellites burn up in the
atmosphere in the next few years.
Next up for the Santa Clara satellite
operations team is O/OREOS, a nanosatellite that will test the performance
of living organisms and organic material in a radiated environment over six
months. O/OREOS is due to launch
in February 2010 from Kodiak Island,
Alaska. MG G

ENGINEERING

Team California
ready to shine
For the International Solar
Decathlon, it's about time
for the rubber to hit the road.
And then the National Mall.

I

nside the office of Tim Sennott
'09 are all the signs of aroundthe-clock work: a comforter
underneath a desk for that emergency
nap; a couple pairs of work boots,
water bottles and empty thermoses;
and an empty box of Wheat Thins
sitting open on the desk. The whiteboard is covered with equations.
Sennott, the engineering manager
of the Santa Clara Solar Decathlon
team, spent up to 80 hours a week
this summer working on the Refract
House, as the team has named its
creation. Now the team is in the final
stages of preparation before heading to
Washington, D.C., to compete with •
19 other universities from around the
world in the final judging round of

bottom in one category:
architecture. This year,
SCU's team collaborated
with architecture students from California
College of the Arts to
form "Team California."
As they boast on their
website, they're the only
undergraduate-led team
in the competition. And
they have their eyes on
first prize-including
tops in architecture.
The Refract House
is a slightly C-shaped
modular home of 800
square feet. Its sleek
exterior, lined with large
windows, is designed for
a perpetually sunny Bay Area climate.
The house is heated and cooled using
solar power. It also reuses water and
collects rainwater for its garden.
The team has not only had to build
and plan the solar house but also
raise funds and organize construction.
Team California's overall budget is
$1.4 million, about half of which goes
to materials for construction, while
the other half goes to support staff
and students.
Bold and luxurious

Frameii: AllisonKopf'11 andDanRuffoni'09 at
workon the RefractHouse

the International Solar Decathlon,
which begins Oct. 9.
The goal of the competition is to
make the most efficient and sustainable house-and one that is livable. In
2007, the SCU team placed third in
the biannual competition sponsored by
the U.S. Department of Energy. They
took the competition by storm, earning a rep as the "Cinderella team" from
California. But they came in near the

Sennott, who graduated in June with a
B.S. in mechanical engineering, is the
general systems manager and created
the complicated system that regulates
the plumbing and electrical controls. "I
~~r~ of o:ersee and organize, but really
its JUStlike putting out fires in the
road," he says.
Some 200 students have worked
on the project at various stages. This
summer, the two dozen students
who stuck around to help construct
the house and finish the project
became the core of the team. Among
them was Erika Fieger '10, a senior
civil engineering major. Fieger and
other members of the water team
determined how the plumbing system
would recycle water. "There are days
when it's frantic, but everyone is
close," she says.
While on-site, construction manager Dan Ruffoni '09, who graduated

SANTA

twice:CCAstudentAnnessaMattson
Measure
in foreground, '
projectmanager,
architectural
with MeezPerkinsof CCAon the laptopand
MikeSizemore'12 on the ladder.

in June with a B.S. in civil engineering, ensures the crew is on schedule,
materials are at hand, and the house
is built efficiently. But what's most
important, he says, is making sure the
team is recycling as much as possible
and using local materials.
"Just because something is
environmentally friendly doesn't mean
it's sustainable," he says.
There are new hurdles in this year's
competition-for instance, everything
in the house has to be up to San Jose
building codes. There are also new
cool features-including the fact that
electrical functions can be controlled
with an iPhone app.
When finished, the home is meant
to inspire others near and far. After
all, it was the 2002 Solar Decathlon
that inspired an eighth-grader named
Allison Kopf to travel to Washington
to see the houses. This year Kopf,
a junior majoring in computer
engineering, is the project coordinator
for Team California.
The house begins its cross-country
trip on Sept. 16. Team members will
reunite with their creation in D.C. the
following week. KP e
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Big finish for women's
water polo

Will of irons
Miki Ueoka is the best women's
golfer 1n SCU history. After only
her sophomore year.
iki Ueoka '11 has the kind
of power that can make
people stop and say, "Wow!"
A slight 5 foot 7 inches, she drives
the ball 260 yards. But it's her mental
strength that Coach Polly Schulze says
has set Ueoka apart as the best women's
golfer in Santa Clara history-with two
more seasons to play.
Focused and fearless,U eoka has the
faith in her irons to go hunting for the
hole, ignoring the hazards that send most
golfers to the safety of the middle of the
green. "Nothing rattles her," Schulze
says. "For a lot of players, the pressure
makes them fold. She gets better."
Ueoka's comfort in the hot seat was
never more evident than at the West
Coast Conference Championships in
April when a dismal start left her in
21st place after the first round. But

M

Underpressure:
Ueokaat the NCAARegionals

willing herself back, she rallied to finish tied for second, becoming the first
Santa Clara woman ever to mal<ethe
NCM Women's Golf Championship
Regional.
Her fairy-tale season already included
a school-record three tournament
victories. At the Regional, she again
flourished in the crunch, birdying three
consecutive holes on the final back nine.
She finished tied for ninth-the last
spot to qualify for the national championships-before losing in extra holes to
University of Oregon's Cathryn Bristow.
"She won the playoff," Ueoka says.
"It wasn't that I lost."
Schulze expected tremendous success when she landed Ueoka, a star
high school player and valedictorian of
her class in Kauai, Hawaii. But Ueoka
learned just a few months into college that her mother, Linda, had been
diagnosed with cancer. The disease had
already spread throughout her mother's
body. She died just five months later.
Ueoka somehow managed an allconference season that first year. But
mentally she was busy
fighting the battle with
her mother.
"She was always the
one watching," Ueoka
says, dabbing her eyes.
"She would always take
me to tournaments."
This year, though,
Ueoka has drawn strength
from her mother's presence. "She is always there,"
she says.
The ordeal has only
made Ueoka tougher, says
Schulze, who believes her
star player has the caliber
to contend for a national
championship. In the meantime, along with golf, she
is majoring in biochemistry with plans for medical
school. ss 9

W

ater polo is famous for hiding the rough stuff below
the surface, where the grabs,
kicks, and twists are harder to spot. But
this year, the Santa Clara women made
it obvious why the game deserves its status as a contact sport.
In just the second game, Jenny
Knutson '10 tangled arms with a
Stanford player, popping her shoulder
out of its socket and putting her out for
three weeks. A week later, Wren White
'11, the team's only goalie, had her
pinkie finger broken and dislocated 90
degrees by a shot. For five games, field
players had to defend the cage.
"It definitely forced others to step
it up and show what they can do,"

HISTORY

A commodious pond
Was Santa Clara home to California's first outdoor swimming pool?
Teamhuddle:beforeplayingtheirfirst-everWWPA
Championship
final at SullivanAquaticCenter

said co-captain Amy Lamb '09, an
accounting major.
The team still finished ranked 17th
in the nation, its fourth top-20 finish
in a row. More important, the women
made their first conference championship game before losing to powerhouse
Loyola Marymount.
It was an auspicious end to the
team's first season in Sullivan Aquatic
Center, whose outdoor Olympic-size
pool, made possible by a donation from
Joan and Jack Sullivan '59, allowed
Santa Clara to host the conference
finals for the first time. The previous
pool was too small for a regulation
course and had areas so shallow players
could jump off the bottom.
More good things could be afoot.
Next year the team welcomes nine
freshmen, the largest incoming class in
four years. And, just in case, the roster
includes three goalies. ss 9

T

he fair city of Los Angeles is
supplied adobe for the buildings of
often credited as the swimming
Mission Santa Clara, intrigued him.
pool capital of the world. But
In 1856 he had the cavity resurfaced
the state's first outdoor swimming
with concrete and the basin ringed
facility was probably built here on the
with a brick wall and sycamore trees.
Mission campus, the brainchild of
The following year, the college bulletin
Santa Clara's second president,
announced that the humble hole
Nicolo Congiato, S.J.
had been transformed into "a
Before emigrating
commodious artificial bathing
to America, the priest
pond" 160 feet long and 120
had taught at College
feet wide. An artesian well
St-Michel, a Jesuit school
sunk in the middle of the
in Fribourg, Switzerland.
open-air pool supplied fresh
He had been impressed
water in abundance.
by the institution's
Elsewhere in America,
elegant oval pool. Walled
indoor swimming pools
in granite and paved with
began to appear after midNicoloCongiato,
S.J.
bricks, that vast basin
century. In 1868, Boston
could accommodate more
built the nation's first municithan 300 swimmers at
pal pool. Like other public
a time. After coming to
bathhouses, it was an instruSanta Clara in 1855, Fr. Congiato
ment for good hygiene in accord with
discovered a large excavation in an
the 19th-century conviction that a
orchard near present-day Ryan Field.
clean environment and moral charThe deep hollow, which had once
acter were linked. Santa Clara's pool,
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by contrast, was created primarily for
recreation, reflecting a dictum favored
by the Jesuits: mens sana inc01poresano
(a healthy body in a healthy mind).
To facilitate play, the bottom of the
pool was graded, with a shallow section
for beginners while the rest was deep
enough for proficient swimmers.
Generations of Santa Clara students
sported in the open-air plunge until,
some 70 years after its creation, it had
developed so many leaks that continued
use was impractical. "The old pool is
more of a sieve than a container," the
Santa Claran newspaper announced in
1922. "One of the real historical monuments of Santa Clara University is fast
disappearing." A few months later, the
old basin was demolished and its cavity
filled in.
In its place, where students of the
Gold Rush era had learned to swim,
students of the Roaring Twenties scored
touchdowns. In 1923, a modern pool
was inaugurated adjacent to Seifert
Gymnasium, a facility that served
the University for 50 years until it
was replaced in 1976 by the Leavey
Activities Center. Of course, the new
Sullivan Aquatic Center, which opened
last fall, tops all of its predecessor pools.
Gerald McKevitt, S.J.
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Cahill is the J. Donald Monan, S.J., Profes~or of The~logy
oston College. She has advised U.S. bishops on issu~s
at B
d. g AIDS presented at the Vatican about womens
surroun in
•
k Obama's
healthcare, and was an advisor to 8 arac
.
residential campaign. She is the author of eight books
~nd editor of five others, including Genetics, Theolog~
Ethics: An Interdisciplinary Conversation. Here are edited
excerpts from her talk.

t is no secret that the public and media see abortion
as the Catholic moral and political issue, f?llowed
closely by stem cell research and gay marr'.age. h
Accordmg to t e
bishops, though,
taking innocent life
is not just one issue
among many. There
they confirm the
stereotype, but they
go on to say more
unexpectedly that
other serious threats,
including racism,
the death penalty,
unjust war, hunger,
healthcare, and
immigration are,
"We should all be
and I quote, "not
participants in a
optional concerns."

I

political order."

Racism is not merely one sin among
many. It is a radical evil that divides
the human family and denies the new
creation of a redeemed world.
When we call racism an intrinsic
evil, we're identifying a social practice
against which we must ardently struggle, and the same is true of abortion.
But this does not mean that there's
only one path to that end or even that,
in the process, some of our own attitudes and actions or the institutions
in which we participate will never be
tainted by the very same evil that we're
attempting to eliminate.
The laity has shown that it's ready
and able to join political discourse and
action on Catholic terms. Its targets
include healthcare, economic recovery,
poverty, energy, trade policy, immigration, Iraq and Afghanistan, nuclear
reduction, as well as abortion reduction
via programs that empower women
and support family.
Much can be accomplished through
synergies among lay spokespersons
and agencies, Catholics in political
office, offices of the National Bishops
Conference, local dioceses and parishes, as well as Catholic-sponsored
education, Catholic political groups,
and fellow citizens of every tradition
and faith. So there are many venues
in which we can all make a difference.
Religion in politics, Catholicism in
politics, is something in which we can,
and should, all be very active.
Immigration, of course, is a problem
that connects our domestic economy
and politics with global conditions
and the global common good, and it
also connects racism and the history of
African-American integration with the
fear of many Americans today, including Catholics, that we are no longer a
white Christian nation.
For us as Catholics, first of all, we
should all be participants in a political
order, not leaving that to the bishops
or to other visible spokespersons,
and our Catholic politics should be a
politics of life and defense of life, but
it should also be a politics of hope,
of solidarity, and of participation for
everyone in the global common good.

END OF THE
CULTURE WARS
E.J.
MARCH

DIONNE

JR.

I I, 2009

Washington Post columnist
and political commentator,
Dionne is the author of Souled
Out: Reclaiming Faith and
Politics after the Religious
Right. He's been lauded as
"the country's single most
knowledgeable writer on
religion and politics." As for the
question of whether religion
and politics are on a collision
course, Dionne confessed, "I'm
more prepared than you know
to speak about collisions, since
my Saturn was recently totaled
in front of my house." Here is
an edited excerpt from his talk.

T

he whole conversation
about religion and
politics has already
begun to change and will
continue to change. The culture war politics that we've had for so
long is on the wane and should be.
If you're looking for a presidential
election that revolved around religion
and moral values, go back to 1928.
Now, there was a culture war election.
At a moment of great prosperity, the
two central questions that year revolved
around whether the United States
should continue with its experiment,

the prohibition of alcohol, and whether
it should elect Al Smith, New York's
Democratic governor, as the nation's
first Roman Catholic president.
It wasn't even close. Smith was clobbered by Republican Herbert Hoover,
who carried several Southern, predominantly Protestant, states that had been

voting Democratic since the aftermath
of the Civil War.
"We shall soon, with the help of
God, be in sight of the day when poverty will be banished from this nation."
That was what Herbert Hoover declared,
and most Americans believed him.
Then came October 29, 1929. After
the great stock market crash and four
years of rising unemployment, the
question of whether Americans could

SANTA

''A majority of Americans
never wanted any part of
the culture wars."
legally consume alcohol seemed rather
less pressing.
Democrats sought to push aside
their splits over Catholicism and alcohol, and Franklin D. Roosevelt, not
Smith, was the Party's nominee in
1932. As you know, FDR swept the
country. By 1936, the year of FDR's
landslide re-election, the cultural war
was forgotten, replaced by a nonviolent
class war against those whom FDR
called "economic royalists."
The lessons of that earlier age seem
eerily relevant to the current moment
in American politics-and not just
because of the economy. When major
crises intrude, culture wars can fade
awfully quickly. They did so in 1936.
There are many signs that they began
fading again in 2008. I believe we're
at the beginning of a new era in
which large secular problems related
to economics, war and peace, and our
country's standing in the world will
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n as the
ncerns.
onomic catasped our country,
ready reached a point
1th a religious style of
as dogmatic, partisan,
cal. It was a style reflecting
coo certain of itself and far
ent on the moral depravity of
ical adversaries.
ad the perverse effect of narng the range of issues on which
•ous traditions would speak out,
•ng our moral discourse. Precisely
se I believe in a strong public role
ith, I would insist it is a great sellr religious traditions to assert
as much to say about
ame-sex marriage but
about war and peace
t or social justice.
• that Obama really
lture wars and

ces either virtue or
ity.
e that culture wars
ssions of faith and
ays that are not right or fair
uctive, and that culture wars do
n,o apture the honest complexity of
the views of a majority of Americans
even on divisive issues.
1

WHAT s CHRISTIAN
GOT TO DO WITH IT?
MICHAEL
OCTOBER

ERIC
9,

DYSON

2OOB

Ordained Baptist minister and a
respected cultural commentator, Dyson
teaches in the sociology department at
Georgetown University. He is the author
of 16 books, including April 4, 1968:
Martin Luther King Jr. 's Death and How It
Changed America. Among the questions
he fielded was one harkening back to
the religion of some of the Founding
Fathers: Would the United States be
better off with a Deist as president?
Here's his answer.

ome of the most lovely people in
the world are religious believers,
and some of the worst people
you can imagine are religious believers. Sometimes, when we get up in
the White House, I'd rather have an
atheist who claims not to know God
and doesn't give a darn about religion
but behaves in such a splendid fashion, treats people right, acts according to justice, loves mercy, and walks

S

GoD

POLITICS
IN THE
MIDDLE EAST
AN INTERVIEW
WITH
AVRAHAM
BURG
BY FARID

"I want the beauty and the
power of religion to survive."
humbly in accordance with his or her
understanding of the universe's dictates
because they're secular.
I'd rather have that than somebody
who says they're Christian. Remember,
white Christians were killing black
Christians in the Civil Rights movement. [Sings] "What's love got to do
with it?" What did Christian have to
do with it? Be a Buddhist then, dawg.
Read the Bhagavad Gita, the Tao Te
Ching, Zen and the Art of Motorcycle
Maintenance-something-comic
books, Iron Man.
I want the beauty and the power
of religion to survive. The institutional
networks that come along with it are
often bloody and murderous, and we
have to be critical of that. Sometimes
I do believe that a president who's not
necessarily subscribing to an explicit
religious viewpoint but who fulfills
an agenda of social justice is acting
in accordance with my beliefs. More
power to him-or her.

AND

SENZAI

Avraham Burg has been a leading figure
in Israeli politics for the last 20 years; he
is a former Speaker of the Knesset and
leader of the World Zionist Organization.
He expresses decidedly unorthodox
views on the state of Israel and its
people, concerned over what he sees
as the growing nationalism and violence
plaguing Israeli society-and the critical
need for separation of religion and the
state. On May 6, he came to SCU as
part of the President's Speaker Series
and discussed "God and Politics in
the Middle East." Assistant Professor of
Political Science Farid Senzai teaches
U.S. foreign policy and Middle East
politics at SCU, and he interviewed
Burg for SCM.
FARID SENZAI: You wrote

The Holocaust is Over; WeMust
Rise from Its Ashes. Why?
AVRAHAM

BURG: You have an idea

which incubates within you and you
simply want to deliver it. On top of
this, I had two other motivations. I
was, for many, many years, in Israeli
politics. I came to the pealc; then I
realized that Israel has become a very
efficient kingdom without prophecy.
I tried to initiate a process of eventually
introducing new ideas into the Israeli
arena, and through us into Western
civilization.
The third motivation is very simple.
I found myself a couple of years ago in
the middle of the second Intifada, when
everybody was silent. I woke up one
morning angry-you can't imagine how
ang1yI was. I asked myself, "Avraham,
what are you angry at?"
I realized I was angry at my late

father. He was a prominent Israeli,
one of the founders of the state. For
40 years he was a member of each and
every cabi~et in Israel. And I was very
angry at him because I was in the middle of a crime, but I had no idea what
he would have felt. He barely talked to
me! So I write books for my kids.
SENZAI: Since you touch on this in
your book: Do you think that there's
a disconnect between the values of
Jews and currently the values of the
State of Israel?
BURG: My first book was about the
religious dimension of the Jewish people and the State oflsrael in the 21st
century. This one was about the other
religion of our time-the Holocaust
religion. There is the tension between
the traditional Jewish values, whatever they are, and the Israeli values,
whatever they are; it looks like a clash.
Is this clash inevitable? Yes, because
sovereignty and exile are colliding. The
value~ t?at w~re born into the diasporic
and civic reality are so different than
the values expressed and implemented
by sovereignty.
The challenge is how you make
peace between the two structures: Israel
and diaspora Jewry. Peace between
Israel as t?e local experience and Jewry
as the umversal one. That's a challenge
and we're not yet there.
'
SEN ZA I: You've suggested that contemporary Israelis are too indifferent
to the suffering of others. You've even
said that Israelis have confiscated or
monopolized world suffering. Could
you explain that?
BURG: For an individual who was
abu~ed, it takes years, decades, generanons to overcome it. If it is so for
the individual, it is much more so
for the collective. I'm not into the
"I blame you" game. I'm much more
into the "Let's begin to discover and
understand without accusing and
being judgmental."
We are living within our own shell.
We don't really know and therefore
we do not really care what happens to
ochers: to African-Americans, to the
original nations in North America,

within the branch
sad, and, yes,
from North Africa,
we are relucwith the Middle
tant, but we
East, to the suburbs
were happy
the inner cities of '
ones.
Europe. They're
Let me tell
treated as the ultiyou an anecmate others and
dote: There
pariahs-as we were
was a day I
treated only 60, 70,
was driving my
80 years ago. We
car on the eve
don't really know
of
the Jewish
"In your lifetime you will see
that in the 20th
New
Year in
peace with the Palestinians."
century 160-some
Jerusalem. The
million people were
air conditioner
killed and perished in genocide, in
was broken, the heat impossible, the
holocaust, in crimes against humanity.
traffic jam like only in Jerusalem on
We know only about our 6 million.
the eve of the New Year-and on top
And I say this is wrong.
of it, there was a bomb threat and the
Among the Jewish people, there are
city was stuck. I was sitting with my
two kinds of people who came out of
then-7-year-old son and my 80-some~uschwitz: Those who say never again
year-old father. My son was very
1snever again for Jews; and, therefore,
short-tempered: He was hungry, he
let's have the biggest walls around us
wanted to pee-you know the drill.
and the deepest shelters on top of us,
He said, "Daddy, how the hell do
and malce sure that no Jew will be ever
you want to make peace with these
persec~ted. The others-and I belong
Arabs who bomb us at the eve of the
to their fov, or their body-say never
New Year?"
again means never again to anybody
I was contemplating: Should I simaround the world. I have to do my
ply silence him? Should I give him a
utmost to prevent the indifference to
?hilosophical answer? Should I just
t h e "ot h er," wh oever he or she may be:
ignore it? I was sitting there angry
the :aped -:oman in Darfur, the boy in
at the traffic, angry at the weather,
the mner city of Detroit.
and then from the backseat my own
father,
who had escaped from Berlin
SE N_ZAI: Is the same sort of empathy
in
September
'39-imagine, the very
possible for Palestinians as well?
last second-said to my son: "I want
BURG: What do you mean possible?
you to listen very carefully. I felt
It's a necessity.
at the time that there would never
I don't like the outcome of the last
be peace between us and Germany.
election, okay? I think it's a bad coaliWhatever they did to us is a thousand
tion, bad for Israel, bad for the region,
times worse than what we do to the
bad for peace. Still, the situation has
Palestinians and what the Palestinians
a potential ten times better than any
are doing to us. Now we're 40 years
other situation we, as Jews, experienced
after the Holocaust. Here, peace with
in the past.
Germany. In your lifetime you will see
When Oslo erupted out of nowherepeace with the Palestinians." 9
nobody knew what's going on, and
then one day we woke up in the morning and Oslo was here-70 percent of
both populations euphorically celebratEr\
l
E
ed utopia. We were in the middle of
Listen to talks and Q&A from the President's
the Intifada, in the middle of violence,
Spe.ake~.Serie_sand read "On being a Catholic
feminist by Lisa Sowle Cahill from the SCM
and then in no time it was there. Most
archives at santaclaramagazine.com.
of the people who celebrated Oslo at
the time are still with us. Yes, we are
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"The Grand Canyon 1s carven
deep by the master hand," wrote naturalist Donald Culross Peattie. "It is all time inscribing
the naked rock; it is the book of earth." But it's a book
whose binding-the Colorado River that runs through
it-is showing signs of use and abuse. To be sure, the
awesome beauty and jaw-dropping majesty of this blessed
canyon and river are on full display in the recent IMAX
film Grand Canyon Adventure: River at Risk. But so is
looming catastrophe.
Patrick McVeigh '78 has more than a little at stake in

published by Henry Holt in 1992, and Working
Capital: The Power of Labor's Pensions, published by
Cornell University Press in 2001. And in 2005 he
and Reynders joined forces to form their current
firm, which was featured in Forbes magazine in June,
with a special focus on their interest in the green
like Applied Materials that
"backbone"-companies
supply technologies for other companies to make solar
panels, biofuels, or wind turbines.

Flow, river,flow

Grand Canyon Adventure was released by IMAX in 2008.
the story being told. He is president and chief investment
It examines the looming freshwater shortage, the effects
officer of the capital management firm Reynders, McVeigh,
of river damming, the damage to local waterwhich helped produce the film. McVeigh
and how these can be reconciled with
sheds,
and business partner Charlton Reynders
human water needs. Front and center-and
III advise more than $4 billion in assets
left and right, and all around, because this
placed in socially responsible investments.
is IMAX-is the enormous and miraculous
IMAX films are one of their most unusuof wonder itself. Special IMAX cameras
gulf
al-and favorite-investments, since, they
capture the breadth of it all, and projected
say, films can reach millions of peopleon curved or domed screens the film puts the
both quickly and for years to come-with
right into the canyon: kayaking whiteviewer
a message of social responsibility.
of the Colorado with a pair of
rapids
water
How does one wind up supportfather-daughter teams.
ing a movie about the Grand Canyon?
The fathers are Robert F. Kennedy Jr.,
high
to
back
_In McVeigh's case, turn
of the Waterkeeper Alliance, and
president
school; one of his most memorable expeanthropologist and National
Davis,
Wade
riences was a day away from classroom
Geographic Explorer-in-Residence. Robert
lectures. He was a student at St. Ignatius
Redford narrates, and the Dave Matthews
College Preparatory in San Francisco
Thinkbig:PatrickMcVeigh
Band provides the soundtrack. Producer
at the time. He remembers going to
and director Greg MacGillivray, a two-time
help clean up birds from an oil spill in
Academy Award nominee, makes his inaugural foray into
the San Francisco Bay. It was a hands-on lesson in the
3-D in this film.
impact of environmental degradation and a moment of
The film will reach up to 2 million students in
epiphany: Seeing the bigger forces at play, and what he
classrooms, 15 to 20 million people in IMAX theaters,
could do about it made a lasting impression.
and will show in 12 languages across the globe for the
At Santa Clara, he studied economics and founded
next 15 years. For the life of the film, investors can
the cross-country team. He excelled at the sport and
expect approximately 30 percent return on their capital.
in his senior year was named West Coast Conference
Reynders and McVeigh know that is lower than a typiAthlete-Scholar of the Year. Later, he worked with disadcal venture capital investment; however, it is low-risk.
vantaged youth in East Palo Alto and at a food co-op for
Their investors come in at a later phase, and the social
low-income people in San Jose. Then he heard the call:
impact of the film can be incredibly attractive. Reynders
Go East, young man.
and McVeigh also like to have investors "recycle" their
In Boston he joined Tr.illium Asset Management, a
capital into another, similar investment. "It's an investstartup socially responsible investment firm. At the time,
ment model to set in motion a force that keeps going,"
McVeigh says, "People were becoming more aware of

important environmental issues and issues like apartheid
in South Africa. It was a new field within the investment
world, putting money into projects that were beneficial
to human rights."
He spent 18 years at Trillium. Along the way, he
contributed chapters to The Social Investment Almanac,
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McVeigh says.
On the horizon is another Reynders, McVeigh-funded
IMAX film: To the A1'Ctic,a look into climate change and
one of the most untouched parts of the planet. Watch for
it in 2011. G>
FilmingTotheArctic:An Inuitguide
AdamRavetch,
flankedby cameramen
left,andBobCranston

•

SEASON PREMIERE:

Resurrection
Horatio Caine lies
investigator
Forensic
him
face-down in a pool of blood. Who killed
-- and why? That's what CSI: Miami writer and
producer Barry O'Brien '79 has
co-executive
to figure out. That, and how to bring Caine
back to life.
BY Karen Crocker

Snell

FADE IN:
SEPT. 22, 2008. ONE OF 11 MILLION HOMESWATCHINGTHE SEASON
PREMIERE OF CSI: MIAMI (SEASON SEVEN) -- NIGHT
BARRY O'BRIEN"
Producer/Writer
CREDITS ROLL. "Co-Executive
shows on-screen.
TIGHT SHOT OF TV
Horatio Caine, the former
is
investigator,
forensic
tarmac. A pool
an airport
Close-up
to be breathing.
shattered.
ground, lenses

turned
Miami-Dade homicide detective
flat on his stomach, his body sprawled on
appear
of blood is growing; Caine doesn't
lying on the
sunglasses
of his signature

Caine? Was it the powerful weapons
Who fired the shot that felled
con, or the rogue FBI agent? Or, as the
the just-released
smuggler,
was it a member of his very own
seems to suggest,
mounting evidence
team?

FLASH TO:
INTERIOR WRITER'S ROOM, SUMMER2008 (FLASHBACK)
played by actor David Caruso, the lead in
Caine is the character
CSI: Miami. And Caine is dead. He was
series
the hit CBS detective
ending to the
seconds of a cliffhanger
gunned down in the final
finale.
season's
previous
His
before Barry O'Brien.
question
Now what? That is the daunting
for
and do it believably,
job is to bring Caine back to life,
O'Brien knows this will be a
in September.
the season premiere
He has a team of savvy and
but he's in a good place.
challenge,
and best"
are the "smartest
They
him.
behind
writers
well-tested
and
writing,
who has been creating,
says O'Brien,
in the business,
shows ever since he left the Mission campus
television
producing
three decades ago.
the
Together,
will hook CSI
build on that
episode
first

that
develop a story line for the premiere
writers
up to O'Brien to
Then it's
fans around the globe.
that will carry the
and write the script
foundation
But his work on this
forward.
through and the series
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from
he will follow production
end there;
episode doesn't
the
it's
shot to the final cut. For O'Brien,
the first
his
that sustains
process
with the entire
involvement
for the work.
passion

and gave
the 22-year-old
for Happy Days contacted
producer
y~ar, an associate
how
he says, recalling
him the break he needed. "I was like a game-show winner,"
to pitch story ideas for the show, one of the
he felt when he was invited
hits.
biggest
decade's

CUT TO:

O'Brien drove down to Los Angeles to meet with
The summer after graduation,
shock for me was when I got to the gates of
"The biggest
Paramount executives.
he says. "It was
had my name. I'd been cleared!"
the Paramount lot and security
everyone I met."
I think I hugged practically
a key to the city.
like getting

SEASON PREMIERE, SEPT. 22, 2008
in order
It turns out Caine has staged his own execution
to
fused alloy bullets
selling
to take down a conspiracy
gangs. We are just 15 minutes into the season premiere,
in bringing
and Barry O'Brien has succeeded
"Resurrection,"
another
He has also introduced
Horatio Caine back to life.
is
What follows
mystery that needs to be solved.
criminal
high-tech,
conflict-laden,
sleek,
the kind of suspenseful,
of CSI: Miami
story line that keeps millions
gadget-filled
fans coming back for more. Guns, stolen cars, explosions,
all converge in this
and shady informants
nasty criminals,
a
set against
production
highly stylized
action-packed,
blue waters.
backdrop of Miami's gangly palms and crystal

DISSOLVE
ActorDavid
shades:
Trademark
left,whoplaysLt. Horatio
Caruso,
Caine,withBarryO'Brienon theset
"We
of CS/:Miami.SaysCaruso,
couldn'tdothe showwithoutBarry.
to theprocess."
Heis essential

TO:

BACK LOT CSI: MIAMI, RALEIGH STUDIOS, MANHATTANBEACH,
CALIF. -- DAY
cruisers
on the police
and decals
plates
Don't be fooled by the Florida
year,
last
O'Brien
meet
to
went
I
When
office.
O'Brien's
outside
parked
California.
season with the show, it was in Southern
during his fourth
Beach, about 2,300 miles from
The set for CSI: Miami is in Manhattan
Miami-Dade County.
dark
and sporting
suede jacket,
shirt,
a button-down
Dressed in jeans,
that comes with
confidence
exudes a sense of casual
O'Brien
shades,
and
team of writers
knowing he is a valued member of a successful
has helped to make CSI: Miami both an Emmy and
whose creativity
producers
have not gone
talents
individual
O'Brien's
Choice Award winner.
People's
for an
He was nominated
either.
by his peers in the business
unnoticed
of America Award for Best Television
Edgar Allan Poe Mystery Writers
"You May
he wrote,
of 2008 for one CSI: Miami episode
Episode Teleplay
Now Kill the Bride."
"A nice

nod from a prestigious

organization,"

O'Brien

says

humbly.

threefor the show are housed in nondescript
The two main soundstages
But pass through the glass double doors at the
buildings.
story office
Before
life inside.
corporate
that resembles
and there is little
entrance
crew members
where headphone-wearing
soundstage,
we reach the cavernous
are
effects
scurry about, we pass a room where the props and special
to figure
of trying
us he is in the process
One of the crew tells
created.
for an upcoming episode.
type of explosive
out how to assemble a particular
himself or
without injuring
how to make the device detonate
His challenge:
the stunt double.
INTERIOR: O'BRIEN'S OFFICE ON BACK LOT OF RALEIGH STUDIOS
on the door.
with a nameplate
O'Brien sits at a desk in a corner office
a
in the room. Window overlooks
fit comfortably
Leather couch and chairs
the back lot.
golf course that adjoins
career.
kind of guy. Has been his entire
is a behind-the-scenes
O'Brien
gave
when he first
at Santa Clara University
business
He was studying
in
later
and
Hall,
McLaughlin
in
room
dorm
his
In
shot.
a
writing
television
shows and
for television
he would write scripts
apartment,
his off-campus
at the end of sitcoms.
send them to people whose names he saw in the credits
send the
to myself is that I didn't
"The only smart thing I attribute
O'Brien says. "I sent them to
to names at the top of the crawl,"
scripts
respond to me."
names in the middle -- people I thought might actually
O'Brien's
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creativity

and ambition

paid

off.

Toward the end of his

one
meeting, when he pitched
him through that first
carried
enthusiasm
O'Brien's
'What if Fonzie had to put
"They asked what I had. I said,
story ideas.
of several
'But wait,
I said,
do that.'
let's
'Great,
in a home?' They said,
his grandmother
ahead."
was
I
while
quit
should
I
that
advised
nicely
I have more.' They very
as well as
wealth of story ideas led to more Happy Days episodes
Spoons,
Silver
including
in his career,
early
of other hit sitcoms
that
(Though he confesses
Strangers.
and Perfect
Loves Chachi,
Joanie
dies -- never got off the
one idea he had for Happy Days -- wherein Potsie
off a main character
Don't kill
writer:
Memo to budding television
ground.
in the sitcom.)
O'Brien's
a number

ct c' c (, c' c c

history:
role in television
significant
O'Brien boasts of another
television
first
Teri Hatcher's
of writing
"I have the distinction
It was an episode of The Love Boat in 1977.
show," he says proudly.
"She was a singing mermaid in an episode I wrote."
mother on the darkly
These days, Hatcher plays a divorced
Housewives.
-- soap opera Desperate
and hugely popular

(

i

(r

I

comic

career took an
drama, O'Brien's
Just as in any good television
dramatic pilot
turn a decade ago when he sold a half-hour
unexpected
teenager
on a troubled
The story centered
"Pointers."
to NBC called
mother in a small
from Los Angeles who goes to live with his estranged
collision,
tale of cultural
It was an unfolding
town in Colorado.
While the show was in
and hooking up with girls.
renewal,
redemption,
for a while, it never got picked up. For O'Brien,
contention
series
of working on the show was a kind of
though, the experience
laughwriting
Up until then, his work had been largely
catharsis.
sitcoms.
out-loud
Nevertheless,
sitcom-writing
large table,
raucous,
It's
inappropriate

the
O'Brien makes it clear he has nothing against
around a
"A gang of people sitting
experience:
each other.
eating bad food, and trying to out-joke
stuff is
loud, and often the funniest
it's
he says.
you're writing,"
for the script

and where he
That world is also where he got his break,
in the business,
elbows with some of the legends
brushed
at this particular
Still,
Garry Marshall.
producer
including
became his calling.
writing
dramatic
time in his career,

Theoffice:Evenif theactiona
arestylized
nd characters
I
thescienceis therealdea.
,

at
effort
dramas is a collaborative
television
While creating
and characters
when story ideas are generated
the start,
O'Brien says. There
process,
is a solitary
task of writing
the actual
developed,
"a sense of
says,
O'Brien
me,"
"For
deadline.
a
and
a computer,
is the writer,
drama."
when I began writing
purpose arrived
Company to develop series
O'Brien was hired by the Spelling
After "Pointers,"
allowed him to spend time with company founder Aaron
The opportunity
material.
O'Brien says, "bodyguards,
bigger than my house,"
"He had an office
Spelling.
and a rugby team of assistants."
Amy,
Judging
on the Fox series
skills
his drama-writing
cultivated
O'Brien
He wrote a number of
experience."
creative
as a "great
which he describes
to
He learned
and heard them read aloud every Monday by the cast.
episodes
as he
debates,"
in very vocal and spirited
dialogue
both "defend and reshape
Tyne Daly.
actress
puts it, with Emmy- and Tony Award-winning

senior
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MATCHCUT: INTERIOR SOUNDSTAGE

From the Mission City
to Tinl?el Town

SCENE:

.

LAB AND OFFICE

SETS

On this particular
set of CSI: Miami the walls and floors
are
chrome colored,
accented
by shafts
of dramatic,
pastel
light
along the walls.
The set has a feel that is something like
industrial
New Age. This is where the forensic
crime lab and
interrogation
rooms are filmed.
One room, encased in glass,
is
dedicated
to surface
computing.
No desktop monitors
or keyboards
here; digital
images are projected
onto walls and glass
tabletops,
and the user controls
the computer with a wave of the
hand. High-definition
images are displayed
floor to ceiling.
It
feels as though we've been transported
a decade into the future.

Barry O'Brien attributes much of his success as a television writer and producer
to the life lessons he learned in th_e
classroom and on the gridiron while an
undergraduate at Santa Clara. As a legacy student, with two brothers, an uncle,
and three cousins who all attended SCU,
the San Francisco native was no stranger to the Bronco family. But he points
to three men in particular who exerted
a profound influence on his Santa Clara

High-tech
forensics
are central
to the show. In the season
premiere,
crime scene investigators
used a machine that can
extract
DNA from unusually
small samples.
In this episode,
the
sample comes from the minuscule
shaving of skin left behind by
a man who made a quick escape after
robbing an armored truck.
The team successfully
identifies
a suspect
and brings him in
for questioning.
Another piece to the hour-long
drama solved.

experience:
Mackin, S.J.-taught ethics
and asked O'Brien, then a sophomore_
majoring in finance: "What are you going
to do with your life?"
•

Theodore

John Privett, s.J.-taught

television
production in the old studio in
St. Joseph's Hall and showed O'Brien
how to tell a story on-screen.

The scene may be fiction,
but the science
smallest
minutiae
to the big picture,
it
driven,n
O'Brien says.

is real.
"From the
is all research-

Forensic
journals
are stacked
on O'Brien's
desk, while binders filled
with general
research
and articles
from online
magazines
line the shelves.
It's
essential
that the team
stays on top of the latest
DNA techniques
and ballistic
advancements.
O'Brien pulls out an article
from Science Daily
about a new forensic
process
for fingerprinting
that allows
scientists
to gather more information
about a print beyond
identification.
"We may use that at some point,n
O'Brien says.
Then within the same breath,
he adds, "No, we'll definitely
use that,n
clearly
excited
about the finding.

Pat Malley-coached O'Brien as a
tight end on the football team. "He was
developing potential that transc_ended
athletics," O'Brien says. "I was iust
happy to be there. I was 230 pounds of
slow, white guy. It was the perfect place
for me." KCS

FLASH TO END OF SEASON PREMIERE
Just as the premiere
for the seventh season of CSI:
Miami draws to a close,
Horatio Caine walks onto the
scene, gun drawn. A yacht is moored alongside
a Miami
pier.
Onboard: Ron Saris,
husband of Caine's
ex-wife,
and the bad guy who has been selling
the fused alloy
bullets.
Saris shoots at Caine, misses.
Caine fires
back, a single
shot.

NO SCRIPT OVERLAP
HERE: BARRY O'BRIEN
BOTH WROTE FOR
"CSI: MIAMI" &
CO-CREATED
THIS MILEY CYRUS
PHENOMENON

Special
effects
take over: The shot explodes
like a
rocket from the barrel
of Caine's
gun, the bullet
blasts
up the gangplank
like an arrow, across
the deck. The
shot misses Saris but punctures
a propane tank above
the boat's
cabin.
The steel
skin of the tank ripples
in slow motion.
Then:

Whois HannahMontana?
TheBarryO'Brien
"Jeopardy!"question.

Caine turns,

leaving

puts

on his sunglasses,

and walks off the dock,

the mayhem behind.

One of Caine's
detectives
looks at him in disbelief.
The detective
ever ends. Caine closes the show with one of his iconic one-liners.
voice he says, "No, and it never will.n

asks if this game
In a low, calm

CAMERA RISES;

Hero.

God's

point

of

view

of

Horatio

Caine.

Warrior.

Resurrected.
FADE OUT.
CUE CREDITS
IN

AND SOMBER CLOSING

THE SKY.

END OF SHOW
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"A SONG FOR OUR FATHERS"

BY EXPLOSIONS

Her TV show draws 160 million viewers worldwide.
Last year, she celebrated her Sweet 16 with 100,000
guests at Disneyland. And she's here because Barry
O'Brien asked one question.
The pitch went so: What if someone like Britney Spears or
Jessica Simpson led a double life? Picture this: By day, she
is a typical teenager with all the social drama that comes
along with it-boys, schoolwork, parents. By night, she is a
world-renowned rock star.
This, of course, was before the Spears saga took a turn
from bubblegum unreal to sordidly bizarre. As for the story
premise: If it sounds familiar, it should. Seven years ago, Barry
O'Brien pitched the idea to Disney executives. The result: the
wildly popular Emmy Award-nominated tween series Hannah
Montana. By day the lead character is Miley Stewart; by night,
pop sensation Hannah Montana.
Entering its fourth season, Hannah Montana is consistently
among the top 10 rated cable shows, drawing 3 to 6 million
viewers each week in the United States alone. In addition
to the show's high ratings, Hannah Montana concerts have
generated millions of dollars. In 2007-08, the "Best of Both
Worlds Tour" brought in $36 million in ticket revenue, making
it the 15th highest-grossing concert tour in North America
for that year. The film Hannah Montana & Miley Cyrus: Best
of Both Worlds Concert became the No. 1 movie at the box
office in February 2008, earning $31.1 million in just three
days. And of course a line of ubiquitous Hannah Montanainspired merchandise, including clothing, watches, bedding,
spa kits, and toys, crowds the shelves of Target, Macy's,
and Wal-Mart. In 2008, People magazine estimated the Miley
Cyrus franchise was on track to be worth $1 billion by the
end of last year.
"The scope, the success, the size, it's just surreal,"
O'Brien says.
Thanks to his pitch, O'Brien holds the title of Hannah
Montana co-creator. As for his golden idea, it hatched out of
an experience nine years ago when O'Brien was producing a
show called All That... for Nickelodeon. The live-action, sketch
comedy variety show featured weekly musical guests, including Jamie Lynn Spears, Britney Spears' younger sister. Britney
made a few appearances on the show as well. Having the
older Spears on the set opened O'Brien's eyes to the madness
that surrounded her every move.
"Helicopters literally followed her to work in her Range
Rover," he says. "I remember thinking, 'She should have a
double life-her pop-star identity, then a civilian persona that
would give her some freedom."'
When O'Brien was invited to pitch series ideas to Disney,
he shared that teenager-with-a-double-life idea; execs com-

missioned a script immediately. But despite the
interest, the Hannah Montana series took a while to
get off the ground. The challenge: finding the right
actress to play the lead.
Over the course of 18 months there were a number of development cycles, all of which ended with
the studio not picking up the show. In the meantime, O'Brien took another job with the CBS series
Judging Amy, a prime-time drama featuring a family court judge and her own experiences as a divorced
parent. O'Brien was happily writing for the series when
Disney called and told him that they "found a girl." The
opportunity was tantalizing, but with guidance from his
agent, O'Brien decided not to leave his steady gig with
Judging Amy.
The girl Disney found was Miley Cyrus, daughter of
country music superstar Billy Ray Cyrus. "She was the
key to everything," O'Brien says. In 2008, at the age of
16, Miley Cyrus was named one of the 100 most influential people by Time magazine. Her annual earnings
topped $25 million. Yet despite coming of age in the
Hollywood spotlight, Cyrus is still "real," O'Brien says.
"She's grounded, she's sweet. She's wonderful to my
daughter and accommodating to fans. Just a regular kid
from the South who happens to be enormously talented."
O'Brien's co-creator status brings royalties from the
show, plus a percentage of the
merchandising-more than
140 products and growing. O'Brien and his wife,
Rachel, have two children. Their toddler son,
Declan, may not be
quite old enough to
understand the
craze around
Hannah
Montana, but
Delaney,their
10-year-old
daughter,
is "keenly
interested."
From concerts to
behind-thescenes meet
and greets
with Miley
Cyrus, O'Brien
figures he's bought
enough street cred
with his daughter to
carry him through the
teenage years. And
that, as all parents know,
is priceless. KCS G,!>

If I werea movie:WhenDisneyfoundMileyCyrusto playthe
role,BarryO'Brien'spitchfor HannahMontana
cameto life.
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Rodney Moore-J.D. '85

Moore's
law
As president of the National
Bar Association, Rodney
Moore J.C. '85 puts priority
on hammering at the bricks
built up around the legal
profession.

BY PAIGE

P. PARVIN

ut just about
any question to
Rodney Moore,
and he has a
ready answer. An
adroit litigator known for
jumping at daunting cases,
Moore is well accustomed to
thinking on his feet.
One question, though, stumps him:
What do you do for fun?
A wide, slow grin spreads across his
face. He hedges.
"Well, obviously, you attend your
children's events-football games and
school things," he says. "Although I
do like to travel. I'm partial to the
Caribbean."
The truth is, Moore hasn't relaxed
on a beach in a-while. As an attorney
with the Atlanta office of Adorno and
Yoss, his specialties include constitutional litigation, labor and employment,
corporate governance, and media and
entertainment law. He recently moved
over from the Atlanta firm Greenberg
Traurig, where clients ranged from the
sprawling Atlanta Public Schools system to a handful of frustrated Clayton
County School Board members recently
removed by Georgia's governor. Moore
also is married and has three children,
ages 24, 12, and 11.

For the past year, there have been
by Santa Clara that was designed to
even bigger demands on his time:
encourage high school students to go to
Moore just completed a term as presicollege. "Because of that, it was always
dent of the National Bar Association
a dream of mine to go to Santa Clara,"
(NBA), the oldest and largest profeshe says.
sional organization of African-American
Moore earned his undergradulawyers and judges in the country.
ate degree in political science at the
Founded in 1925, before black lawUniversity of Washington, where he was
yers could join the American Bar
president of the Black Student Union
Association, the group now represents
and served as executive director of the
some 45,000 members.
statewide chapter. He figures that his
The organization may be more than
natural inquisitiveness and a desire to
80 years old, but, Moore says, the need
find fair solutions to problems made law
for it is stronger than ever. "I started off
a natural fit. And Santa Clara's curricubelieving years ago that if you produced
lum impressed on him an emphasis on
high-quality applicants for large firms,
ethics in all areas. "Regardless of what
they would embrace them
area of law you choose, you
and say, 'We've been waiting
have to make ethical deci"You spend your
for you.' But time has taught
sions," Moore says.
career
breaking
me that there is resistance
Moore spent six years
to diversity. The mindset of
through walls,
in San Jose practicing
many lawyers is that they
personal injury law, but
trying to run
have created a legacy profeshe
didn't feel he was havfaster than the
sion. They want to have the
ing the broader impact
other folks."
ability to pass it down to
he had imagined as a law
their children and their chi!student. He went on to
dren's children, and they view any intruserve as general counsel to the East Side
sion as a threat to that."
Union High School District in San Jose
Born in Birmingham, Ala., Moore
and then general counsel to Atlanta
knows something about resistance to
Public Schools before joining Greenberg
change. His father served in the NavyTraurig in 2005. Moore recently was
one of the few black Naval officers,
recognized as one of the 50 Most
since most African-Americans serving
Influential Minority Lawyers in America
in the armed forces at the time were in
by the National Law journal and has
the Army. "In today's world, my father
been listed in Best Lawyersin America
would have been a Ph.D., or a lawyer,
since 2007.
or other professional," Moore says.
Randy Jones, assistant U.S. attorney
Coming out of Alabama in the 1940s,
for the Southern District of California
those opportunities weren't there.
and a member of the NBA, has known
Navy life meant Moore's familyMoore since they met at a California
mother, father, and four siblingsAssociation of Black Lawyers meeting in
moved often, though not always, by
1989. Jones says, "Rodney truly believes
choice. When Moore's father was in
that lawyers, particularly Africancharge of human resources at the Naval
American lawyers, have a unique responair base at the Bay Area's Moffett Field,
sibility to not only be better and do
he discovered a discrepancy in pay
better within the profession, but also to
between white officers and black, and
be strong advocates and a voice for civil
tried to right the imbalance.
rights and justice for all Americans."
"Of course," Moore adds dryly, "they
In the mid- l 990s, Moore was part
transferred him."
of an NBA delegation that traveled to
Arusha, Tanzania, to engage with leaders
"What are we capable of?"
in the International Criminal Tribunal
Despite his Alabama roots, Moore confor Rwanda. During their visit, the
siders himself a Californian; his family
NBA group had a remarkable opportusettled in the Golden State when his
nity to sit around a table with the judges
dad retired in the early 1970s. When
and have an open, candid exchange
Moore finished the eighth grade, he parabout the legal and historical issues surticipated in a summer program hosted
SANTA

rounding the genocide in Rwanda.
"People don't understand that the
warring factions in Rwanda were not
natural enemies, they were basically the
same family," Moore says. "Through
imperialism, wedges had been driven
between them. They were like a tool in
the cold war."
The NBA group helped connect the
court with West, a legal information
source, to provide the judges access to a
vast database of legal research.
The trip was rewarding but also
unsettling, Moore says.
"Everybody was armed," he recalls.
"A person who looked 13 or 14 years
old had an automatic weapon strapped
to their back."
The court proceedings, too, were
chilling. "You want to think a person
who could kill a hundred people would
look different from you or me, but the
reality is, he's just like any person walking
down the street," Moore says. "You begin
to wonder, 'What are we capable of?'"
Fixing diversity lite

One of the NBA's central initiatives
involves taking what Moore calls the
commercialization out of diversity: shifting focus away from minority quotas
and cheaply won awards in favor of a
deeper, more meaningful definition for
law firms. The NBA also is advocating
for African-American representation on
the federal bench, working on voters'
rights, and evaluating the diversity of
major law firms in big cities.
In Moore's work as an attorney, he
has rarely experienced overt discrimination. Subtle bias is another matter.
"It's fair to say that people believe,
whatever your accomplishments, that
somehow you got them because you're
black-when almost the opposite is
true," Moore says. "You spend your
career brealcing through walls, trying to
run faster than the other folks, because if
you run just as fast you won't get there."
Then the strategizer in him notes,
"There are some advantages, thoughoftentimes people may take you for
granted and assume you don't know
what you're doing, and may not prepare
as well for you. After you clean them
off the floor and shake their hand, they
might change their mind." G
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Succumbing to the cuisine of The Most Serene Republic
BY JOE WOLFF '67, M.A. '72. PHOTOS BY ROGER PAPERNO. There's a riddle the Venezianitell
that sums up how they feel about their city and their food: Why did Venice build a bridge
to Terraferma (the mainland)?So the rest of Europewouldn't feel like an island.

I

I

didn't quite get it, because the
only Venice I knew was the one
mobbed with tourists from May to
October. Hoping to avoid this scene,
photographer Roger Paperno and I
arrived mid-November to profile 18
family-run cafes and bacarifor our
travel book CafeLife Venice,the third
in our series on Italian cities. The criteria were simple: We had to like the
owners and what they"served.
The good news is we found a small,
manageable number of tourists. The
bad news-a lot of overpriced, awful
food floated around out there. Here's
one of our barely edible meals: rusty
lettuce dressed with wine vinegar and
slightly rancid olive oil, a watery minestrone soup (mostly celery), and pasta
in tomato sauce that tasted like canned
spaghetti. I panicked. "Roger, I think

center:behindthe bar at
Command
PasticceriaBallarin

we've got a big leak in our gondola.
We're not going to pull it off this time."
He replied, "No problem."
We settled into Ca' Gottardi, a
comfortable hotel in the Cannaregio
quarter run by former gondolier Vittorio
Costantini and his charming family.
His daughter Tatiana told us about La
next door. It's
Cantina, an enoteca/bacaro
owned by Andrea Zanatta and Francesco

Zorzetto-two very cool guys who've
managed to create an unpretentious
place that attracts Venetians and tourists like bees to honey. When I sat down
to talk with them, and they discovered
it was my first interview for the Venice
book, they said, 'i:lh,tu sei una vergine."
(Ah, you're a virgin.)
Andrea, the charming one behind
the bar, did his best to offer something
that pleases from his excellent selection of wines, including vintages from
the north and south of Italy as well
as Spain and France. Chef Francesco,
a tad temperamental with a sense of
humor as dry as a glass of Verdicchio,
worked from the raised, open-cooking
area at the side of the bar, where he
creates various piatti (dishes). "There is
no specialty of the house," he said. "A
cook should not serve up food like it's

coming from a factory. You go
for his spirit and what he wants
to create."
Francesco could be a little
unpredictable, depending on his
mood and what was available
at the nearby pescaria,or fish
market. Nevertheless, the guy
was good. We tried his marvelous crostini: canocchia(a small
crustacean) and onion sauce, raw
tuna with asparagus, tongue with fresh
horseradish shavings, and salted beef
with smoked ricotta and chopped pickle. Then we moved on to the octopus
with white celery, swordfish charred in
a sauce of curry and black sesame, and
turbot drizzled with a mixture of olive
oil, lemon, and salt.
One evening, after closing, we spent
time with Andrea smoking good cigars
and sampling his special grappas until
the wee hours. He talked about how
much he loved Venice and its unique
character-the silence and the labyrinthine walkways that snake through the
city next to slivers of water.
It was during a ramble down
the stradaprincipale, the main drag
between the train station and the Rialto
Bridge, that Ballarin called to us. Inside
this cheery, stand-at-the-counter bar/

pasticceria,we met the Ballarin broththe handsome one; Diego,
ers----:--Luca,
the mdustrious, smiling one-and
Andrea and Michele, who make all
of the pastries around the corner in a
cramped laboratorio.
The pastries are superb-in the
biscotti department: crunchy (and
ubiquitous) pan def doge,orange-flavored baicoli("little jokes" in Venetian),
zaletti made with cornmeal and lemon
peel or raisins, and sweet S-shaped
busolaiwith a slight anisette flavor.
In the not-to-be-missed, words-willfail-you department, there were the
certosinoal cioccolato-which looks like
a heavy chocolate-covered fruit cake
but is instead light and nougaty with
bits of candied fruit-and the rondelle
d'arancio,candied Sicilian orange slices
dipped in the finest dark
chocolate.
And so, Ballarin became
our daily stop for a morning brioche and cappuccino. It was not just the
pastries that drew us and
many Veneziani. The pasticceriaalso serves excellent coffee in a city that,
surprisingly, is less than
a mecca for good coffee,
even though its first coffeehouse opened in 1683.
This is probably because
the Venetians have always
been more interested in
wine than coffee.
It wasn't long before we
began running into folks
we knew, and I discovered
another Venice-a small
Unbuoncaffe:DiegoBallarinplus
anexcellentcappuccino
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town of about 40,000 people. At one
enoteca,we saw dapper Giorgio Rizzo
in meditation over a glass of Amarone.
He owns Bar Aperol at the foot of the
Rialto Bridge. It's an efficient place,
and the only one in Venice open almost
all night. This hole-in-the-wall bar
cranks out about 1,000 of Giorgio's
excellent involtini (rolled sandwiches)
per day, including tonno (tuna), mozzarellae olive, and provolonee rucola.
Near Piazza San Marco, I literally
bumped into Emilio DiGiulio, the
salt-of-the-earth owner of Osteria al
Bacareto. It was at his neighborhood
osteria/bacaro,off Campo Santo
Stefano, that I learned a simple trick
to eating well in Venice-eat what
the locals eat. Avoid tourist-trap pizza
and tomato-based dishes, because
tomatoes are not part of la cucina
tipica Veneziana.Instead, order Emilio's
spaghettialle seppie(pasta in squid
ink sauce), bigoliin salsa(buckwheat
pasta with anchovy sauce); fegato a/la
Veneziana(liver with sweet onions),
saidinefritte (breaded sardines fried in
olive oil), and baccalamantecato(salted
cod fish on toast, creamed with olive
oil). All of this I liked a lot, except for
the baccala,which is salty and fishyan acquired taste that I have not yet
acquired.
I now see La Serenissima(The Most
Serene Republic) in a different light. I
love to visit in winter and, after a dinner
at La Cantina or Emilio's, wander the
back canals of Cannaregio-the colder
and foggier, the better-bundled up in
my new Italian wool coat, and pretend
like it's the year 1500. The shimmering canals reflect the faded opulence of
ghostlike, 1,000-year-old palazzi. Venice
seduces, and endures. ®>
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Its own reward
Their impact is global: from the Mission campus to Zimbabwe,
from Los Angeles to the Dominican Republic. For excellence in
service to others, these six were honored at the fourth annual
Alumni Anniversary Awards on May 15. Here are their stories.
BY SAM

SCOTT

'96

DON ODERMANN
IGNATIAN

'69

AWARD

A Santa Clara outfielder with a hot
bat but a bum arm, Don Odermann
learned how steep the climb was to
the major leagues. As a Peace Corps
volunteer in Colombia 1962-65, he
learned that escaping poverty was
no easier.
So while vacationing in the
Dominican Republic in the early 1980s,
Odermann saw the baseball-mad kids
all around him as few could. Many, he

knew, would be snapped up for dirtcheap contracts, then cast out when they
faltered. So Odermann formed the Latin
Athletes Education Fund, designed to
bring poor but promising players to
American colleges where they might
still prosper as athletes-and where they
could definitely get an education.
A generation later, Odermann has
helped send more than 120 men to
college, including Juan Parra, a senior
outfielder at Santa Clara chis past
season. Fifty have graduated from
four-year schools; most have at least
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CATHY COBB '70
IGNATIAN

With PresidentEnghat center,they are,from left,
lgnatianAwardWinners:
Vickyand BradMattson,CathyCobb,and DonOdermann.
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two years of college. Eleven have made
the majors with its bonanza paydays.
Odermann, though, gets no repayment,
and not even much attention.
Last year the New York Timesdubbed
him a "virtually unknown stockbroker from San Jose." But to insiders,
Odermann is a beacon of integrity in
a murky world.
"My family took me as far as I could
go in the Dominican Republic," Rafael
Perez, director of international player
development for the New York Mets,
told the Times. "Don took me as far as
I could go in the world."
For the Alumni Awards, Odermann
had his own cheering section in the
house-the "Rodents," a raucous pack
of classmates from the mid-1960s.
When Alumni Association President
Steve Philpott '97 presented the
award, he noted, "Your efforts to provide higher education for the Latino
community are remarkable." Then
he added, "Your time and dedication
to the world of baseball reminds us
all that we are all of one world, one
human race, even including 'rodents."'

2009

AWARD

Early retirement wasn't on Cathy
Cobb's mind. A senior vice president
at Citibank, she was being a good
employee when she visited the financial
advisors who changed her life. Citibank
was expanding into investment advising and Cobb's job as a "secret shopper" was to see how other firms were
doing it. But after each advisor told
her she could already afford to retire,
Cobb's priorities shifted.
For more than 25 years, Cobb had
dedicated herself to work in banking,
including overseeing a global network
of ATMs. It was time for something
else. A week after retiring, she was
already involved as a Court Appointed
Special Advocate (CASA)-a judgeappointed volunteer assisting foster
children who have been abused,
neglected, or abandoned.
"Changing kids' lives versus letting
people in Belgium have a drive-up
ATM instead of a walk-up ATM ...
there is no comparison," Cobb said.
During the past 12 years, Cobb has
worked with 22 kids, helping 15 get

adopted and reuniting one with his
family. Her longest case was with her
from age 8 to 19.

VICKY MATTSON '84 AND
BRAD MATTSON MBA '89
AWARD

IGNATIAN

Brad Mattson has lived the life of
Silicon Valley dreams, twice taking tech
companies public. His success also led
him to question the value of the endless push for bigger, faster, and more
powerful technology. The result, he said,
mainly rewards those who are already
big, fast, and powerful, leaving behind
the less fortunate.
So for the past half-dozen years,
Mattson and wife Vicky, herself a former corporate high-flier, have focused
on spreading technology's benefits further and wider. The two have become
mainstays of SCU's Global Social
Benefit Incubator (GSBI), a business
boot camp that helps social entrepreneurs from around the world.
As lead mentors, the couple has
spent thousands of hours training other
volunteers, designing the curriculum,
and looking at possible expansions. The
work has been its own reward, they say.
"These people are smart, energetic,
capable, and awesome," Brad Mattson
says. "We have loved eve1yminute of it."
Alumni of GSBI include Matt
Flannery, founder of Kiva Micro funds, a
website that allows participants to make
small loans, now totaling in the tens of
millions of dollars, to people in developing countries. Other GSBI alumni
include entrepreneurs bringing clean
water to Zimbabwe, renewable energy
to Nicaragua, and low-cost, locally produced sanitary pads to rural Kenya.

JEANETTE
BANNAN

GARRETTY

'74

AWARD

Jeanette Garretty may have whizzed
through Santa Clara in just three years,
but her time on the Mission campus was
only beginning with graduation. Three
weeks lacer,she was back in the classroom, teaching former classmates while
she pursued her doctorate in economics
at Stanford.
It was good practice for the early
part of her career when she was often
the youngest in the room and usually

one of a handful
of women. When
she joined Bank of
America in 1980,
Garretty was one
of three women
in a department
of 38 economists; she went
on to become
the bank's chief
domestic economist. She now
serves as senior
vice president at
Wells Fargo, where Historianand economist:GeorgeGiacominiand JeannetteGarretty
she is renowned
for advising
the place has gotten a lot bigger, and
high-wealth clients. In 2009, Barron's
there are a lot more faculty," he said.
magazine named her among the 100 top
"But the heart of the place is relatively
investment advisors in California (No.
unchanged."
14, to be exact), one of numerous such
And Giacomini would know. Between
accolades on her resume.
four years as an undergraduate and
"If Santa Clara University had
five decades as a beloved professor,
a national bank, we'd make her the
Giacomini has been around for a third
CEO," said Gerri Beasley, vice presiof SCU history. That era draws to an
dent of the Alumni Association, in
end soon, though. The 75-year-old
presenting the award.
scholar and educator says 2009-10
Despite the demands of career and
will be his last one teaching, a conclumotherhood, Garretty has been a steadsion he reached when he found himself
faSt supporter of the University, serving
recently pining for time of£ It was a
on the Board of Regents and the Board
rare moment for someone who only
of Fellows.
ever wanted to teach.
His name will live on though, not
GEORGE GIACOMINI '56
least because of the scholarship endowed
AWARD
LOCATELLI
in his name by Bob LaMonte '68, one
of the country's most successful sports
When George Giacomini co-wrote a
agents. LaMonte credits Giacomini for
history of Santa Clara University for
opening his eyes as a student.
the school's 150th anniversary in 2001,
"Your good nature, passion for
he was struck less by the changes duryour subject, and ability to connect
ing a century and a half than by the
with others truly makes you a Santa
similarities. The themes of education
Clara treasure," said Chancellor Paul
and service made explicit in the 1990s
Locatelli, S.J. '60, presenting the
motto "competence, conscience, and
award to Giacomini, "a great teacher,
compassion" were "as true in the 1890s
great teller of stories, a great person
a
as they are now," he said.
of faith, and a great friend." e
"Yes, the buildings look better,

Honoring service

The lgnatian Award publicly recognizes
alumni who live the ideals of competence,
conscience, and compassion through outstanding service to humanity. The Louis
I. Bannan, S.J., Award honors an alumnus or alumna who has given distinguished
and outstanding service to the Alumni Association and University. The Paul L.
Locatelli, S.J., Award was established in 2008 to publicly and annually recognize
a single SCU employee or affiliate who has given distinguished and outstanding
service to the Alumni Association and University.
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Pro kicks for a new
generation of Broncos
Catching up with Women's Professional Soccer
BY SAM

SCOTT

'96

he June 7 matchup between
FC Gold Pride and the
Chicago Red Stars ended
as many Santa Clara soccer
fans might have hoped-in a tie. How
else to split the baby in a game that
featured Leslie Osborne '05 and Head
Coach Albertin Montoya '97 facing
off against Red Stars Marian Dalmy
'07, Chioma Igwe '08, and Brittany
Klein '08-with the game taking place
right here on the Mission campus?
No matter the score, the winner was
women's soccer, which got a pro league
of its own this spring when Women's
ProfessionalSoccer (WPS) kicked off its
inaugural season with a major assist from
Santa Clara alumnae-and alumni.
Buck Shaw Stadium has served as
home for the Gold Pride. NBA star
and lifelong soccer fan Steve Nash '96
chipped in funds as one of the league's
owners. And six former Broncos helped
supply the world-class talent on the field.
Besides Osborne, Dalmy, Igwe, and
Klein, the WPS also features Brandi
Chastain '91, back on pro turf a decade
after scoring the winning goal of the

T

1999 World Cup, and Aly Wagner
'02, who scored the game-winner
for SCU in the 2001 NCM
championships. Chastain plays for
the Gold Pride-although she didn't
feature in the tie against the Red Starsand Wagner plays for the L.A. Sol.
At press time, the league was entering the second half of the season, with
fortunes widely diverged for the three
teams that are home to Broncos. While
the Gold Pride and the Red Stars toiled
at the bottom of the standings, the Sol
were crushing the competition, with
Wagner tied for second in team assists.
Though their teams have struggled,
Osborne, Dalmy, Klein, and Igwe each
established themselves as mainstays in
their lineups. Chastain's playing time
was kept down due to filming of the
ABC reality show The Superstars in
the Bahamas, which was a pre-existing
contractual requirement, according to
Jerry Smith, her husband and Santa
Clara soccer's longtime coach.
Smith was delighted for his team to
share the field at Buck Shaw with the
world's top players, a relationship he
thinks will only strengthen
his program as more
Broncos go pro. "It helps
with recruiting," Smith
said. "It gives our players
something to aspire to. And
it just brings attention to
the University."
Mindful of the fate of
the WUSA, the short-lived
precursor in women's professional soccer stateside,
and of the tough economy,
GoldPrideNo.6: BrandiChastain

SCU71

RedStarNo.6: BrittanyKlein

the WPS kept its belt pretty tight during takeoff. But league officials have
plans to soon expand beyond the seventeam base-meaning more SCU standouts like Dalmy may get a chance to
shine again on Santa Clara's field.
"It's a second home to me any time
I get to come back and play," Dalmy
said, after playing the Gold Pride. "I
love it."

News from the MLS SuperDraft
The women weren't the only ones getting the call from the pros this year.
Jide Ogunbiyi '09 put an exclamation
point on a standout collegiate career,
getting drafted by the New York Red
Bulls as the 18th pick in the 2009
Major League Soccer SuperDraft.
The 6-foot-4 all-rounder was the 21st
Bronco drafted in MLS history.
Ogunbiyi helped Santa Clara to backto-back West Coast Conference titles
in 2006 and 2007 and three straight
NCM Tournament appearances. He
was the highest MLS draft pick from
SCU since Chioma Igwe's brother,
Amaechi Igwe '10, was picked 12th in
2007. Her other brother, Kelechi Igwe
'06, also played for Santa Clara.
A finance major, Ogunbiyi stayed in
school to finish his degree after getting
drafted. "With sports you never know
what is going to happen," he told the
San Jose Mercury News. "One thing I
know I'll always have is my degree."
At press time, Ogunbiyi was considering playing abroad rather than joining
the Red Bulls. 9
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EVENTS CALENDAR

FROM
UNDERGRADUATE

1937 William J. Adams Jr.
was named a Distinguished
Eagle Scout in May at a
ceremony held in History Park
in San Jose. About 2,000
individuals have earned the
award since it was established
by the Boy Scouts. Adams
earned the Eagle Scout award
in 1933.

1943

Warren W. Smith
and wife Mabel celebrated their
66th wedding anniversary on
May 1.

19 5 0 John Bower writes,
"Survival is good if your health
holds up."

G. Steve Holeman writes
that he is happy in Lake
Wildwood, near Grass Valley,
Calif., playing golf and enjoying
the beautiful lake. He attended
his 65th high school reunion at
Bellarmine in June.

Harry Wenberg has been
residing in Saratoga for 34
years with wife Jean. He is
in good health and will be
celebrating his 85th birthday
in October.

1952 Leo Petrucci and
his wife, Angelica, have been
married for 63 years. Leo is
retired with three children,
four grandchildren, and five
great-grandchildren.

1953

R.G. Kilkenny retired
from his company, Taylor Forge
Engineered Systems. His son
Mike now runs it. He is still
chairman of the company's
board. He has four children
and 15 grandchildren.

1955 Paul Baldacci
has entered semiretirement
after founding and serving
as president of the Castle
Companies, which completed
their 43rd year in the
construction industry.

Roberto Iniguez reports that
his 18-year-old grandson has

recovered from open-heart
surgery.

Frank Murphy Jr. '55, J.D.
'57 and wife Sally are enjoying
the Oregon high desert and
visits by multiple children and
grandchildren.
Thomas Whaling is retired
and serves on the boards
for Irvine Spectrum Rotary,
Outreach to Africa, South
County Outreach, and West
Coast Companeros.

1956

Richard "Dick"
Quinlan retired in June as
senior vice president of wealth
management at the Smith
Barney Menlo Park office
after 44 years in the securities
industry.

1960

Bob Maloney reports
that his oldest grandson, Brett
Davey,will be attending SCU
this fall as a fourth-generation
Bronco. In addition to his proud
grandfather, Brett was preceded
at SCU by his great-grandfather
Joseph Madden '24 and

1961 Bill Regan serves
as the president of the Order
of Malta for the Western
Association, which has more
than 750 members who
contribute more than 50,000
hours of hands-on service to
the poor and sick.

1962

John Massa reports
that he "got bored," so he
started two new businesses in
agriculture: one in farming and
one that is a composting and
application company.

15-18,

2009

1965

Boyd Cahill reports
that he is healthy and active.
He and wife Karen have been
married for 12 years, and he
has five children and nine
grandchildren.
Paul Vlahutin '65, M.S. '67
teaches engineering and
mathematics at Century College
in White Bear Lake, Minn.

196 7 Ralph Spaulding is
chair of the history department
at Mt. San Antonio College in
Walnut, Calif.
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1970 Timothy "Pat"
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Hannon '70, J.D. '74 retired
from the Navy and Navy
Reserve. He recently was a
judge advocate assigned to
a combatant status review
tribunal and was stationed at
Guantanamo Naval Station
December 2007-March 2008.
He earned the Joint Service
Commendation Medal for his
service.

1971 Cathy (Skelly} Kelly
is the eighth grade homeroom
teacher and vice principal at St.
Philip Neri School in Alameda.

' c

\
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1972 Craig Borba '72,

parents Len '84 and
Cynthia '85.

OCTOBER

THE SCU ALUMNI

Patrick Kelly continues to
represent the disabled with his
law office in San Rafael.

M.A. '75 was selected as
administrator of the year for
the state of California by the
Association of California School
Administrators.

1973 Doug Langford works
as a dentist and rancher. He
is a board member of Fairchild
Medical Center, Madrone
Hospice, and the president of
United Scholarships Inc. He also
serves on the Siskiyou County
Dental Task Force, which serves
the indigent and uninsured
children of the United States.

Steven McCauley is chair of
the physics department at Cal
Poly, Pomona.

1974 REUNION
OCTOBER

15-18,
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Linda (Bader) Harrett is
enjoying retirement in Maine
by sailing, gardening, and
volunteering. She writes, "It
beats work!"
Luis Hernandez writes that
twin grandsons Ethan and
Owen Hernandez were born
on Dec. 27, 2008, to son
Erick in Stockton. Son Michael
graduated from Notre Dame in
May. Hernandez was interim
city attorney in April 2008 and
city attorney in September
2008 for the city of El Centro,
where he has worked since
February 1995.
Rodolfo Orjales is a judicial
attache for the Department of
Justice at the U.S. Embassy
in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
He is responsible for judicial
assistance, extraditions, and
judicial training.
Jeff Tarzwell is CFO for
Redwood City Electric. Wife
Bridget '75, MBA '76 is busy
building her printing business
in Sacramento.

1975 Sherri Sager just
celebrated her 15th anniversary
as chief government relations
officer at Lucile Packard
Children's Hospital.

Productivityand service
We want your stories of unsung alumni heroes.

A

t the Mass preceding Fr. Engh's inauguration ceremony in April, California
Provincial John P. McGarry, S.J.,
quoted Paul's letter to Timothy in the
New Testament: ''The aim of Christian ministry is to produce love, freely flowing from the
heart." And an aim of a Jesuit education, he
said, "is to call forth the gifts ... from the students who come here to learn so that they will
develop those gifts and produce
more love, more understanding,
more knowledge, more service,
more good for the world in which
they live."

those in need. And demonstrating every day
what it truly means to be a Bronco.
So I'm asking for your help.
The Alumni Association was founded on April
27, 1881 . In recognition of this important date
and our Jesuit heritage, we are designating
April as our National Month of Service. In addition to encouraging all alumni to get involved
locally each April, we also want to identify and
highlight the many unsung

Now, more than

As I reflect on Fr. McGarry's
words, as well as the good works
of those honored at the 2009
Anniversary Awards Dinner in
May, I am deeply moved by what
makes our University and our

ever, we need
to reach out and
share our gifts
with those less

alumni heroes who are making
a difference in the world and
whose good works may otherwise go unnoticed.

Our goal is to gather your
community volunteer stories
and photos so our entire Santa
Clara Family can take pride in
and be inspired by your efforts.
We will post a selection of
these projects on our website
throughout the year, and each April we will publish a major online celebration in recognition of
our National Month of Service.
To share your stories and pictures, find out
more about the National Month of Service, and
identify opportunities for volunteering, please
visit our Alumni for Others (AFO) website at
www.scu.edu/afo.
Also, if there is someone you would like to
recommend for the lgnatian Award (which will be
presented in April 2010), a nomination form can
be found at scu.edu/ignatianaward.
Now, more than ever, we need to reach out
and share our gifts with those less fortunate.

fortunate.

Santa Clara Family so special.
A Santa Clara University education provides
men and women with the knowledge to make a
difference and the hearts to want to do so. Our
hope is that our students (and future alumni) will
take all their Santa Clara experiences out into
the world and, as Fr. McGarry suggests, "produce more love."
The measure of our success in fulfilling this
mission is manifested in the deeds of our current alumni (and former students). During my
six years as part of the Alumni Association
staff, I have been inspired and overwhelmed
by the many alumni who are indeed making a
real difference in their communities and around
the world.
Some of their stories get told in this publication four times a year. Others are celebrated annually through the bestowment of
the lgnatian Award, the purpose of which is
to publicly recognize alumni who have been
a credit to the Alumni Association and the
University through outstanding achievement in
their service to humanity.

Thank you to all our Broncos who are indeed
"producing more love, more understanding,
more knowledge, more service, and more good
for the world in which we live."

Go Broncos!

i)aifaj

But there are so many more stories that
never get told. Every day, there are Santa Clara
men and women who are bringing honor and
distinction to the University through service to
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Diane Le MBA '96

1976

Honor your mother
A healing mission to Vietnam
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,
of
memories of being in the hospital room during her moth~r s
losing bout with the disease a decade ago. So after uterine
.
Frances Nguyen , in 2006, Le was
• 1
•
cancer struck her sIster-In-aw,
quick to throw herself into Nguyen's mission to make ~omet~~g
good of her struggle-by organizing a foundation ded_1cated
• cancer •In th e wo men's native Vietnam.
. th b t
battling gynecological
"Frances would say, 'Gosh, if I feel this bad, and I am in . e es
care in the Bay Area yet I still feel lonely and help~'.;ss,imagine how
someone in a less-developed country would feel, Le says. t t ke
The women set their sights on sending American doctors o a
1 .largest
part in a cancer conference at one of Ho C h.I M'inh C'ty's
women's hospitals in October 2008. For the months leading upktod
. t' ar f
the conference, Le worked days as a manager at Hewlett-Pac
and then went home to spend hours hammering out the log1sics o
bringing American oncologists and medical equipment to Vietnam.
For a fundraising auction and gala at the conference, she also
rounded up art from as far away as France.
The women's greatest ally was Jeffrey Stern, a surgeon at Alta '
Bates Summit Medical Center in Berkeley who had revived Nguyen s
bleak prospects after one doctor had given her three to six months
DianeLe
to live without treatment. Stern, who had taken a similar mission to China, recruited other Bay Area
t e in Vietnam. Surgeons performed
d
.
experts to participate.
I
Seven doctors, including Stern, made the trip t_oteach an . : u~ Cit The doctors also advised
10 televised surgeries in two days at Tu Du Ho_sp1tali_nH~ Chi in Mo~~ than 700 doctors from all
their Vietnamese peers on management and d1agnos1so cancers.
.
over Vietnam attended.
The lessons were on more than Just
technical improvements. All t he U .S •
doctors turned down sightseeing tours
so they could have follow-up visits with
their patients-a postsurgery involvement that is normal for American doctors but rarer in Vietnam.
Le says she is seeing the fruits of her
labors unfold. The Nguyen Foundation
has been talking to Vietnamese officials
about helping establish a modern cancer center in the country. And this fall,
the women and Stern are returning for
another conference with a new group
of doctors. For Le, it's a deeply personal satisfaction.
"I feel like I am honoring my mother,"
she says. SS GI

en
azine.com.

surgery:JeffreySternoperateson a cancerpatient
Televised
.
at TuDu Hospital.

Peter C. Horan is
CEO of Goodmail Systems,
a venture-funded Internet
company. During the past 10
years, Horan has been CEO
of several Internet companies
including About.com and
AIIBusiness.com. He lives in
San Carlos with his second
wife, Pam. Peter has four
children (ages 27, 25, 21, 15)
with his former wife Joan
(Maggi) Horan '77.
Dennis O'Hara was recently
honored for the second
year as a "Power Broker" by
Risk & Insurance magazine,
which identifies the top men
and women in the property/
casualty brokerage segment of
the insurance industry. O'Hara
has been SCU's insurance
broker for the last eight years,
leading the team at Arthur J.
Gallagher & Co.

1977 Tina Del Piero is
director of fund development
for the Central Coast
Visiting Nurse Association
and Hospice Foundation,
managing all aspects of the
agency's fundraising. Since
2005, she has served VNA in
several capacities as grants
coordinator, development
manager, planned giving officer,
and special events coordinator.
1979 REUNION
OCTOBER

15-18,

2009

David C. Geary is a professor
of psychological sciences at the
University of Missouri-Columbia.
He was awarded the school's
Thomas Jefferson Award, which
recognizes a faculty member
"who demonstrates distinction
in teaching, research, writing,
creative activities, and service to
the university and humankind."
Mark Walker recently
completed an MBA at Arizona
State University. His wife,
Michele (Sipiora) '80, is
working on a master's of
education at Regis University
in Denver. Their daughter,
Jillian, is in her second year
at SCU as a member of the
women's crew team.

hematopoietic stem cell,
and gene therapy-related
therapeutic cell manufacturing.

SERIES FOUR:

BOON
GLOB~LIZATION:
BANE F0R HUMANITY?

OR

International Culinary School
at The Art Institute of
California-San Francisco.
She also has her own private
culinary consulting business,
where, among other things,
she teaches a lot of children's
cooking classes. Daughter
Amy is now skilled enough
to assist, while twin 10-yearolds Sam and Scott are on
their way to "not having to
do dishes once they are in
college."

Joseph Anzalone is president
and chief operating officer for
MediaG3 Inc., a developer of
broadband wireless products.
He was also elected to the
company's board of directors.

Janet Napolitano '79
October 15, 2009
Mayer Theatre, 7:30 p.m.
Homeland Security in a Networked Age
This year's series kicks off during Santa Clara's
Grand ReunionWeekendwith alumna Janet
Napolitano'79. The former governor of Arizona
and now U.S. Secretaryof HomelandSecurity
was appointed by PresidentObama to be the
third official and first woman to serve in this toplevel position. The department, created in the
wake of 9/11 , also ha~ responsibility for natural
disaster preparedness, response, and recove
Napolitano, valedictorian of the class of 19 ,
will be celebrating her JG-year reunion wl h her
class on campus.

Kevin Harney and Gina
(Hornecker) Harney '87 live in
Georgetown, Mass. Their eldest
son, Michael, is starting his
freshman year at SCU this fall.

1986 Jack DeStories and
his wife, Rosie (Slawinski)
'87, are owners of Fairfield
Auction, a fine art and antique
auction house in Newtown,
Conn. This past year they
made national headlines when
they broke the world record
for a Native American artifact
sold at auction, selling a Tlingit
warrior helmet for nearly
$2.2 million.

Seats are limited, and tickets are require
Tickets are $25 each or 60 for the seri
Osher tickets are $20 each or $50 for th
series; and SCU student tickets are free.
more informationabout the series or to o
tickets, visit www.scu.edu/speakerseries
call 408-554-4400.

1987 Monica Cardestam
left her position as director of
pricing for Walgreens after 16
years with the company. She
plans to spend time with her
three children before returning
to work again.
1988 Maryvette Backhus
lives in Sacramento and shares
a dental practice with husband
Mark. The couple has two
daughters: Alexa, 12, and
Kailey, 9.

Suzy (Kruse) Farnworth
is a chef instructor at the

19 81 John Hasbrook
'81, MBA '83 reports that, in
addition to serving as president
of Sunwest Wild Rice and vice
president of Sunwest Foods
Inc., he recently released first
vintages of Sierra Rose Syrah
from his family vineyard.

19 82 Steven Ashby is the
deputy director for science and
technology at Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory in Richland,
Wash.

1989 REUNION
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Steve Kahl has achieved
National Board Certificationas
an Englishteacher. He teaches
at Mountain View High School,
where he also coordinates the
GATEand AVID programs. He
recently was named to the board
of directors for the California
Association for the Gifted.
Shelley (Simmons) Kapur
and husband Vineet live in
Portland, Ore., where Kapur is
a project manager for Aerotek.

Thomas Connelly retired
from the Los Altos Police
Department at the rank of
captain in June. He lives in
Santa Clara with wife Michelle
and children Katie, 13, and
Sean, 10. He plans on starting
a leadership and organizational
consulting business.

Megan Martinelli writes,
"I will be installing my son,
Phil, as an incoming freshman
at SCU come September.
I can now honestly say, 'I
birthed a Bronco!"'

Jim Hulburd was recognized
as one of the Top 100 Financial
Advisors in the country by
Barron's magazine. This is
his fourth year in a row on
a Barron's list. He is a private
wealth advisor with Merrill
Lynch's private banking
and investment group in
San Francisco.

1985 Joseph Alvarnas
is an associate professor of
medicine in the Division of
Hematology and Hematopoietic
Cell Transplantation at the City
of Hope in Duarte, Calif. He
is also the director of quality
systems for Experimental
CellularTherapeutics, overseeing
quality assurance for T-cell,

You did it .•.

Now help others choose SCU!

SCU is expecting more than
10,000 applications for the Class
of 2014, and we need your help
to recruit future Broncos! The New
Student Recruitment Program matches
SCU alumni, parents, and current students
with high school students who have been
admitted to Santa Clara but have not yet
formally accepted. As part of this fun and
/'
,
unique program, you will c~ulate
students and encourage them to7ilTond-.._,
SCU through personal phone calls and/or
e-mails. Volunteers are asked to contact
1O to 15 prospective Broncos between
February and April 2010. We'll provide all
the information you need to help make
your experience exciting, rewarding, and '
easy. Join the New S uderrl Recruit~nt
~
team today!

Questions? Contact John Spieth '06
in the SCU Alumni Office.
408-554-4888
studentrecruitment@scu.edu

;
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salesforce.com
andis
VincePolito'82 and
GenaYoungonApril12, alsoin thefamilybusinessproducing
pinot
2008,in Orange,
Calif.
LenSavage
'82served noirwinefor Cleary
as bestman.Thecouple RanchVineyards.
welcomed
a daughter, Otheralumniin attendance:bestmanLuke
Delaney
Mariella,
on
Waller'00,David
Aug.15,2008,in their
Getzelman
'00,Brianna
homein Chino,Calif.
Reynaud
'00,John
Vinceis a surplus
Reseburg
'00,Michael
linesinsurance
broker
Sinkula
'00,Colinde
for CrumpInsurance
'00,Chelsea
Services
Inc.andGena Andrade
Drew'00,Jenny
is anofficemanager
for
Goines
'00,
Pirzadeh
andAssociates. Fredrikson
Caterina
Mercante
RickCrosetti'83 and Zim'00,BenPetty'00,
PeterKushmeider
on
Kristen
MeleyPetty
Aug.9, 2008,in San
'01,DavidSabow'01,
Francisco.
Rickand
andAlexCasanova
'95.
Petehavebeentogether
SarahBarr'01 and
for 22 yearsandwere
MarkStoneon May8
joinedby boththeir
in SantaCruzCounty.
familiesto celebrate
Thebridalpartyincluded
theirwedding.
Rickis
Megan(Berry)Goren
currently
workingas
'01,ErinHovi'01,and
a projectmanager
for
Mack'01,and
RegisHomesof Northern Alyssa
the eventwasattended
California.
HeandPete
maketheirhomein San by a numberof SCU
alumni.Thecouplelives
Francisco.
in SanFrancisco.
LarryBartlett'87
KevinMcDonough
andKristenPooleon
'01 andPattiVetter
April25,2009,in
Modesto.
Theycurrently onApril18 in
Philadelphia.
Thewedresidein Modesto.
dingpartyincluded
Tim
SimoneEppich'98
McDonough
'03,Chri~
andMarshall
Talbot
Helin'01,ZachYoung
on March29, 2008.
'01,BradHarrington
Thecouplemakes
'01,KevinHolmes
'01,
theirhomepart-timein
andRyanMcKay'03.
Seattleandpart-time
Additional
Broncos
in
in Wenatchee,
Wash.
attendance
included
JoseSpeede'01and
DanDarcy'00 and
KeithCandau
'03.
Kimberly
HayesonJan.
Kevin
and
Patti
livein
10 at St.Dominic's
Atlanta.
Catholic
Churchin San
Francisco.
Thecouple
MeganYoung'02,
residesin SanFrancisco, M.A.'08 andNeil
whereDanworksin
Chatterji'02 on May
productmarketing
at
24 in Monterey.
Katy

Dormer
'02wasmaid
of honorandwedding
guestsincluded
Tim
Beach'02,KatieButler
Boggs'02,Jonathan
Cesena
'03,Marlon
Flores'02,Katie
Harding
Helin'02,
ChrisHelin'01,
JenHernandez
'03,
MitchHerschbach
'02,
IanJohnston
'02,
JenMcGrath
'02,Chris
Muldoon
'02,Chris
Paetsch
'03,Anna
Portales
'06,Leslie
Rice'05,Mateusz
Sawka'02,Erin
Tackney
'02,Katie
Toliao'05,JohnWong
'02,andJenYoung
'02.
Thecouplealsohelda
Hinduceremony
onJune
27 in Belmont,
Calif;
theylivein SanJose.
AnnNguyen'05 and
TylerFolck'04, J.D.
'08 on May9 at Mission
SantaClara.Members
of theweddingparty
included
Audrey
Abar
'05,Andrew
Lefevre
'04,Michael
Zakowski
'04,andKathyFalck
M.A.'98.Alsoin
attendance
wereErica
Hernandez
'05,Erika
(Garcia)
Hernandez
'05,VivianMyers'05,
Michael
Renzi'00,J.D.
'05,andStacy(Asato)
Toledo
J.D./MBA
'05.
Thecouplelivesin
Sacramento.
Annworks
asa demand
planning
analystatVerifone
Inc.
in RocklinandTyleris
anattorneyat Kronick
Moskovitz
Tiedemann
Girardin Sacramento.

Katherine Hesseltine
still lives in Tustin, Calif., with
husband Dave and daughters
Holly, 10, and Page, 7.
Valerie (Menely) Joachim
was recently promoted to
management analyst with the
engineering services group of
the City of Portland's Bureau
of Environmental Service.
She has worked for the city
in the area of sanitary and
storm sewer engineering and
development since 2000. She
and husband Chris celebrated
their fifth wedding anniversary
in September 2008.

1994 REUNION
OCTOBER

15-18,

2009

Cortney Kelly-Rushforth
is married to Troy Rushforth
and lives in Gig Harbor, Wash.
They have two sons, Cole,
5, and Ty, 2. Cortney is an
elementary-school teacher, but
she is currently at home with
her children.
Steven McLaughlin was
promoted to lieutenant colonel
in the Army Reserve in March
2009. He is currently working
in the family coffee import/
export business.

1996 Morgan Becker lives
in Danvillewith wife Deborah
and kids Jack and Madeline.
He is the senior vice president
and financial advisor at Morgan
Stanley in Walnut Creek.
1998

Erahm Christopher
and J.C. Pohl released the
third film in their studentcreated, award-winning Teen
Truth series: Teen Truth: Body
Image.

1999 REUNION

Send us your notes!

OCTOBER

Keep your fellow Broncos posted on what's happening.
By Web: www.scu.edu/alumupdate
By snail mail:Class Notes , Santa Clara Magazine ,
500 El Camino Real , Santa Clara, CA 95053
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Timothy Bowman
was sworn in to the AlaskaState
Bar Associationon May 21.

2002

Joel Kralj earned a
Ph.D. from Boston University
in biophysics, and he will
complete his postdoctoral
studies at Harvard University's
brain institute.
Alicia Ross is executive
director of Sacramento Area
Congregations Together,
a faith-based nonprofit
community organization that
is part of the PICO National
Network. She worked as
a community organizer for
five years and completed
her master of liberal arts in
creation spirituality at Naropa
University in 2006.
Sean Tario co-founded
HappySantaCruz.com, a
website designed to focus
Santa Cruz residents on the
positives in life while helping
local nonprofits.

2003 Daniel J. Pinna is
the vice president of business
development at the litigation
support company Blackstone
Discovery.
2004 REUNION
OCTOBER

15-18,

2009

2008

Jessica Coblentz
begins working toward
a master of theological
studies degree at Harvard
Divinity School in September
2009. She will pursue a
concentration in women,
gender, sexuality, and religion
from a Roman Catholic
theological perspective. Also,
Theta Alpha Kappa recently
awarded Jessica the 2009
Albert Clark Award for the
best undergraduate essay in
religious studies or theology.

2009 REUNION
OCTOBER

15-18,

2009

GRADUATE

1960

Allan Nicholson
J.D. and wife June traveled
to Daytona Beach in April
for Allan's 60th high school
reunion.

196 9 Charles Botsford
J.D. is fully retired!
Terrence Stinnett J.D. is
general counsel and corporate
secretary for Fremont Bank, a
$2 billion community bank in
the San Francisco Bay Area
owned by his family. He has
been on the board of the bank
and the holding company for
19 years.

1976 Patricia BadiaWilliams M.A. moved from
Ohio to Oregon. She is enjoying
36 grandchildren and 12 greatgrandchildren, with two more
on the way. She serves as
secretary to Amici d'ltalia, an
Italian cultural organization.

1979 Leslie Burton J.D.
is director of the U.S. legal
studies LL.M. program at
Golden Gate University
School of Law, where she is
a professor of legal writing.
1985 Ellyn Bloomfield
MBA is registrar at Lincoln
Law School of San Jose.
1986 Carol Surrell M.A.
recently retired from HewlettPackard after 30 years of
service in human resources
management. She is a
volunteer at Filoli in Woodside.
1992 Leonard Hoops
MBA is executive vice
president and chief customer
officer for the San Francisco
Convention & Visitors Bureau.
He was previously executive
vice president of sales and
marketing for the bureau.

1994 Ken Zowal MBA
retired from AT&T on Feb. 14,
2007, after 23 years of service.

199 5 Jeff Ball J.D./
MBA is vice president of
corporate development for
Kilopass Technology. Ball has
10 years of experience in
the semiconductor industry,
most recently heading up
JP Morgan's semiconductor
investment banking practice.
Gretchen Jacobs J.D.
left the Phoenix office of
Greenberg Traurig to set up
her own autism lobbying
group. Jacobs, who has an
autistic daughter, has been
widely noted for her advocacy
for autism research.

1996 Raymonda K.
Burnham Marquez J.D.
was named by California Gov.
Arnold Schwarzenegger to
a judgeship in Kern County .
Superior Court in November
2008. She served as a partner
at Burnham & Winkler, LLP
since 2007. Prior to that, she
was a deputy public -defender
with the Kern County Public
Defender's Office.
1999 Alexander Nestor
J.D. is senior counsel in the
San Francisco office of Allen
Matkins Leck Gamble Mallory
& Natsis LLP, a business
and real estate law firm.
He represents employers in
employment litigation in state
and federal courts, and before
state and federal agencies.
2005

Venkat Amirisetty
MBA is chief technology
officer overseeing the
development of Content
Syndicate's online platform
strategy. He previously headed
the engineering team at
iPlanet, a Netscape and Sun
Microsystems alliance.
Manuel Jimenez M.A. is
the mental health director for
Merced County's mental health
department. He previously
worked in Solano County as a
mental health administrator.

KathyThielkeChen
'89 andhusband
Pete-a daughter,
LeilaniMarinaChen
on Dec.12,2008.The
Chenslivein PaloAlto
whereKathyis the '
ownerof Justa Party
Girl,aneventplanning
business.
TimTiscornia'91
andwifeJane-a
daughter,
Lucia,on
Sept.3, 2007.Shejoins
oldersistersKaterina
andHannahin the
family'sMercerIsland,
Wash.,home.Timis
chiefbusiness
developmentofficerat Cozi.
NickFedeli'92 and
Lisa(Kellers)'92a son,Nicholas
IV,on
Oct.7, 2008.Thefamily
livesin Reno,
whereNick
is anaccountant
andLisa
teaches
Irishdancing.
Steve'92 andKarin
(Bullis)Calde
'92-the adoptionof
daughterLulaTarikie
fromEthiopia.
Shejoins
bigbrothersJack,7,
andFinn,4. Thefamily
livesin thePortland
Ore.,areawhereSt~ve
is principalinteraction
designertor Cooper,
andKarinis workingon
herdissertation
in clinical psychology.
Rachel(Bell)'92 and
KevinMelia'91-a
daughter,
NicoleMary,
onJuly28, 2008.She
joinsbigbrother,
Nathan,
3, in thefamily'sLos
Altoshome.Rachelis a
self-employed
marketing
consultant.
Kevinworks
for StormVentures
in
MenloPark.

StephanieMargetich
Attoian'94 and
husband
Kirk-a son
LandonDonald,
onApril
3, 2008.Theylivein
Redondo
Beach,Calif.,
whereStephanie
works
forAllerganMedical.

Christine(Guerrero)
Parvin'98 andhusbandDarin-a son
DylanEdward-Osc~r,
on
July30, 2008.Thefamily livesin Sacramento.

Lucy(Azevedo)
Rojas
'96, M.A.'99 andhusJeff Hilgers'94 and
bandAriel-a daughter,
CeciliaHahneHilgersChiaraFrancesca,
on
theirfirstchild,Julia
Dec.23,2008.ThefamEllenCynthia
Hilgers,
ily livesinWatsonville
in Varberg,
Sweden,
on
Calif.Lucyis a project
March3, 2009.
manager
in theStudent
Affairs
Division
at UC
MichaelMolteni'95
andwifeWendy(Dunn) SantaCruz.
'95-their firstchild,
Katie(Charles)
Arabella
Helene
Molteni Middlebrook
'00
onApril20,2009.The'
andhusband
Derekcouplelivesin SaltLake a daughter,
Ashley
City,whereMichael
is
Elaine,on Feb.1, 2009
founder
of MolteniCapital in Seattle.
'
Management
andWendy
is director
of operations Mike '01 andApril
(Valenzuela)
Paye
at Proactive
Network
'OD-their second
Management
Corp.
child,KillianCooper,
on
Cathy(Madrid)Teves Feb.27, 2009.Hewas
'95 andhusband
Steve greetedbyoldersister
'94--their second
Maricela
anduncle
daughter,
Samantha
MatthewPaye'06.
Nicole,
onAug.19,
Mikeworksfora startup
2008.Shejoinsbigsister construction
company
in
Sydney,
4, in thefamily's PaloAltoandAprilis a
SantaClarahome.
stay-at-home
mom.
Kevin'95 andDevon
(Woodfin)
Beals
'OD-their firstchild
ZacharyMatthewBe~ls
on Dec.16,2008. '
Mike '96 andAlisa
(Harmon)Betz'97theirsecondchildand
"futureBronco,"
Henry
MichaelBetz,on Feb.
5, 2009.Hejoinsolder
sisterAlice.
Renske(Hanselaar)
Hinsdale'96 and
husband
Graham-their
secondson,Gage
Patterson,
onJuly11,
2008.Hejoinsbigbrother Clay,2, in thefamily's
Redwood
Cityhome.

AnthonySchipper
'01 andKatie
Schipper-agirl,
Charlotte,
on March17
2009.Anthony
serves'
' as chairof thehistory
department
at Palma
HighSchoolin Salinas,
Calif.Thefamilylivesin
Carmel
Valley.
Lisa(Mrkvicka)
Mudgett'02 andhusbandDan-their first
baby,OwenRobin,on
April3, 2009.Thefamily
livesin Seattle.

Kelly(Cesare)
PfeifferLL.M.'03
andhusband
Tom-a
son,RyanThomas,
on
Feb.20, 2009.Hejoins
Anima-Christi
{Clark)
sisterKatelyn
Ashley,2.
Giraldez'98 andhusKelly
is
an
intellectual
bandChad-daughter
RonAndreJr. '93
propertylitigationattorSierraRose,onFeb.8,
andNancy(Nissen)
neyin OrangeCounty
2009.
She
joins
brother
Andre'93-a daughHunter,
3, in thefamily's butis takingtimeoft
ter,JuliaJanet,onJan.
rightnowto behome
home
in
Salinas,
Calif.
20,2009.Shejoinsbig
withherchildren.
brotherJoseph,6, and
MichaelLyons'98
ChelsieRomjue
bigsisterClaire,3, in
andwifeMichelle
'03-her firstchild
thefamily'sPleasanton '98-a son,Nate,in
AddisonChristine,
dn
home.Ronis a State
March2009.Hejoins
Feb.5, 2009.
FarmagentandNancy
sistersHeather,
5, and
is a stay-at-home
mom. Amanda,
2.
Jean(Houston)
Walker'92 andhusbandTodd-a son
Nicholas
WilliamWalker
in January2007.
'

The book leads the uninitiated reader
Resetting the terms of the discussion
through the finer points of Islamic thought
IN PRINT
is How to Win a Cosmic War: God,
that have been used (or misued) by
Globalization, and the End of the War on
New books by alumni
Jihadists. For example, the deployment of
Terror, a very readable new book by Reza
takfir the declaration of a Muslim as an
Asian '95 assistant professor of creative
apostate, is used as a rationale fo: killing
writing at University of California, Riverside.
innocent Muslims in suicide bombings.
What is at stake in those forms of terrorism
Asian leads us into his worldview through
that fall under the banner of jihad represent
personal stories. As an Iranian-American
neither a civilization nor a unified ideology
and a Muslim, he brings perspective to
or theology, Asian points out. Osama bin
the topic that proves invaluable. The
Laden and his ilk want one thing only:
thesis comes to life as he sits in a cafe
to unite the Muslim world again st th e
in Cairo, or passes through customs
"Crusader" West. But theirs is not
at Heathrow or Tel Aviv, where his dual
a clash of civilizations in which
identity confounds some but grants him
a political or even religious
entree into conversations, particularly
ideology would eventually .
among young Muslim men, that is not
triumph; they are engaged in .
easily gained by others.
another kind of battle, a "cosmic
How to win a cosmic war? The answer
war" intended only to demonstrate
is not to fight it, at least not to fight
that they are a superior, indeed
.
Jihadism as if it were a party to war. It is
invincible, power over an evil 0th er. While
not. The most effective offense
generally not poor
is prevention of the conditions
or disenfranchised
that feed it, by working "to
themselves, the
create an open religious and
Jihadists tap into
political environment in the
the grievances of a
Muslim world that will blunt
nonreligious nature
the appeal of Jihadist
(e.g., impoverishment
ideologies." The worlds of
How to Win a Cosmic War:
stemming from
Islam are very young, and
God, Globalization, and the
centuries of colonialism,
it is by reaching the young
End of the War on Terror
Western support for
population that minds and
authoritarian regimes),
(Random House, 2009)
hearts might eventually
the disaffection of
Reza Asian '95
be turned, both in Islamic
large sectors of youth,
societies and in our own.
and the transformation
n 1993, Harvard Professor Samuel
Asian points to the example
of religion into an
Huntington published a now
of the United Kingdom,
identity that has
legendary article in Foreign Affairs
which has a very different
little, if anything, to
entitled "The Clash of Civilizations"
immigration pattern than that
do with authentic
in which he described seven distinct
found in the United States
Islamic theology or
"civilizations" drawn largely along
and which has been the
practice, except as
religious lines. He argued that we are
feeding ground of home-grown
doctrines may be
facing an epic turning point in world
"Theirs is not a
Jihadists. There, gains have
used in the service
history, and he predicted that the West
clash of civilizations been made by paying attention
of this worldview.
and Islam will be facing off in wars over
in which a political to socio-economic obstacles
Political participation
global hegemony.
.
that the young are facing,
or even religious
is itself "an act of
His thesis was well received after
along with ingrained patterns
apostasy." The basic
the 9/11 attacks, especially by the
ideology would
of discrimination. In the end,
formula is a dualistic
White House and some foreign policy
eventually triumph." the United States, with its
or "Manichaean" view
circles. It gained further ascendancy
long history of assimilation of
of the world, a clearwith the emergence of a global Jihadist
peoples from all parts of the
cut, black and white
movement that led to calls for a "War
globe holds out the greatest promise for
partitioning of reality. Those who do not
on Terror." But Huntington's thesis was
a tutu.re when the mentality of inevitable
see the light are in darkness and they
also sharply criticized for presenting a
cosmic conflict can be diminished. And,
must be destroyed.
reductionist understanding of the notion
says Asian, the rise of a new American
This book, the author's second, takes
of civilization-as well as of the West
president with Islamic heritage offers new
the reader with ease from Masada to
and Islam, and of what was actually
hope. Paul Crowley, S.J.
contemporary Palestinian camps, from
happening at the turn of the 21st century
the Mongol destruction of Baghdad to
with the emergence of a politically
the origins of al-Qaida. The section on
radicalized politics under the guise of
the establishment of the state of Israel
Islam. It was also criticized for deploying
W EE\ C LU S IVE S
is particularly well done and remarka_bly
an outdated notion of war-one that did
Read a profile of Reza Asian from the
balanced-a feat not easily accomplished.
not really apply to Jihadism.
SCM archivesat santaclaramagazine.com.

When Alice Dixon wed archaeologist Augustus
Le Plongeon in the late 19th century, it meant
leaving behind the refinements of her London
home for a life of exploration: In the Yucatan,
the couple was the first to excavate the Mayan
sites of Chichen ltza and Uxmal. Dixon's story is
told in Yucatan Through Her Eyes (University
of New Mexico Press, 2009), by noted
Mesoamerican scholar Lawrence Gustave
Desmond '57, a research fellow at Harvard
University and the California Academy of
.-.---..:i~~'
Sciences. In this biography, Desmond weaves
historical narrative with Dixon's photography,
handwritten diaries, and notes, uncovering new insight into the life
of one of the founders of Mesoamerican archaeology. KP

Phil Ryan '61 entwines a murder trial with
the immigrant history of San Francisco in
his first novel, All Sins Remembered (City
Press, 2008). The slaying of a young socialite
unearths the city's sometimes sordid and
tragic past, including the Great Earthquake
and Fire of 1906. There's ample Hitchcockian
suspense, and veteran mystery writer Max
Byrd dubs Ryan's novel a "terrific debut."
While Ryan may be new to novel writing, he
has almost four decades of experience as a
high-profile trial lawyer under his belt. MG

The cosmic
reset button

I

EJ

Max Oliva, S.J. '61 has written Beatitudes for the
Workplace (Novalis, 2009), which outlines how to
create a more meaningful workplace environment
based on the eight Beatitudes. Oliva, who
specializes in spirituality in the workplace, has
done research for the Markkula Center for Applied
Ethics and is now an affiliate faculty member at
Regis University. Andre L. Delbecq, McCarthy
I
University Professor at SCU's Leavey School of
Business, lauds Oliva for nudging business leaders
Max Oliva SJ
"toward a spiritual depth that increases their
capacity to transform one of society's most important
institutions." KP

rreatitudes
l~r the
\Vorkplace
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Scott T. Pollard '81 and co-editor Kara Keeling
Cl'itical
lead a delicious scholarly foray in Critical
Approaches
Approaches to Food in Children's Literature
to Food in
(Routledge, 2008), the first volume to study the
role food plays in children's literature. The
collection of essays brings to bear a variety of
critical approaches on an international buffet
r,r.,tJ½
am K.Keeling
of genres, providing interpretive resources for
and
teachers. On the menu: identity formation in
SoonT.Pollanl
·'{}
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, Rudyard
Kipling's Kim and the etiquette of empire, currant
buns in Peter Rabbit, the feast in Madame Bovary, and food,
language, and power in Captain Underpants. MG
Ebrahim Rashidpour M.S. '83 has published a handbook in Farsi for counseling in the Persian-American
community: Reconcile with Life (Metro Digital, 2008),
which collects 82 of his short papers about psychotherapy. SBS
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THE

NEWS

Margaret "Peggy" Bradshaw '72
was named executive vice president and
chief banking officer of Bridge Capital
Holdings in May. She oversees the
bank's sales and client relationship functions. She is on SCU's Board of Trustees;
this summer she was named vice chair
of the board. She is also on the Advisory
Board of the Bannan Institute for Jesuit
Education. She is a past member of
SCU's Board of Regents and past board member and chair of
Family and Children Services of Palo Alto.
Vincent Price '79 was appointed provost
of the University of Pennsylvaniain May. He
has been at Penn since 1998 and has served
as associate provost for faculty affairs, chair
of the faculty senate, and associate dean of
the Annenberg School for Communication.
Previously he taught at the University of
Michigan, where he served as chair and associate professor of communication studies and
a faculty associate of the Center for Political
Studies. A global expert on public opinion,
social influence, and political communication,
he is the author of Public Opinion (Sage, 1992), which has been
published in six languages and is taught in courses around the
world, and he is former editor in chief of Public Opinion Quarterly.

ALUMNI

ARTS

On screen
A human face for AIDS
Scott Freeman '80 served as
executive producer for the film Pedro,
which premiered at the Toronto Film
Festivaland aired on M1V in April. The
film follows the life of Pedro Zamora,
who found out he had HIV at age 17
and died at 22. Zamora became a
public figure when, in 1994, he was
cast
for the television series The Real
Pedro:onthebigscreen
World: San Francisco. President Bill
Clinton credited Zamora with helping to bring a human face to the
AIDS crisis in the United States. Freemanalso serves as executive
vice president for current programming at Bunim/Murray Productions,
where he has worked for 15 years. AKG

On stage
Did you do your homework?
Kathleen Rubin '82 directed the one-man show "Did You Do
Your Homework?" this spring at the
Beverly Hills Playhouse. The show
ran January to August. It was written
and performed by Aaron Braxton and
chronicles his experience as a substitute teacher in an urban school in
Los Angeles. AKG

Hear alumni read from their new
books at santaclaramagazine.com.
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OBITUARIES

1934

Francis Sparolini,

May 15. The Monterey native
owned and operated Sparolini
Distributing Co. A captain in
the Army, he was later active in
community affairs. Survived by
two daughters, a stepson, and
two grandchildren.

1935 William D. Bottini,
Feb. 13. The Pleasanton native
served with the Seabees in
World War II and was decorated
with the Bronze Star. He later
supervised construction projects
at the U.S. Air Force Academy.
Survived by two sons, eight
grandchildren, and 10 greatgrandchildren.

1937 George

W. Artz

'37, J.D. '40, Feb. 12. The
Sacramento native served
in the Army in World War
II and was a lawyer with
Desmond, Miller & Artz. He
helped form Alcan Pacific
co., with operations in
Alaska, California, Oregon,

Washington, Okinawa, and
Thailand. He was a past
chairman and member of
the SCU Board of Regents.
Survived by his wife, Jean, and
six children.

1939

1942

John "Jack" Myron

Hayes, May 27. He began his
career with Newhouse & Sayre,
a division of Lloyds of London,
and ended his career as
chairman and CEO of Transport
Underwriters Association,
Transport Indemnity Co. and
Associated International Inc.
Survived by his wife of 25
years, Charlotte; three children;
three stepchildren; four
grandchildren; and one greatgrandchild.
James Patrick Reilly, May
6. A native of Palo Alto, he
worked as a naval architect
in Bremerton, Wash., during
World War II. He later worked
for Pacific Telephone and was a founder of St. Pius Parish
in Redwood City. Survived by
his wife of 62 years, Jane; five
children; and six grandchildren.
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Grover James
O'Connor Jr., April 1. A native
of San Francisco, he took a job
with Philco in Philadelphia and
during World War II worked on
the development of airborne
radar, a top-secret project at
the time. For nearly 40 years
he worked as an aerospace
engineer for the satellite division
of Hughes Aircraft Corp.
Survived by his wife, Camelia
Domenech O'Connor; four
children; five grandchildren; and
one stepgrandson.

1943

John M. "Jack"
Kennedy Jr., March 23. A

third-generation San Franciscan,
he served as an artillery pilot in
the European Theatre during
World war II. He later joined
the family firm of Kennedy-Ten
Bosch, Printers & Lithographers,
and later served as its president.
Survived by his wife of 56 years,
Marilyn Dana Kennedy; three
children; and four grandchildren.

1944

Edmund Peter
Coony, March 28. A native of

Alhambra, Calif., he served in
the Army during both World
War II and the Korean War. He
earned seven distinguished
service medals. He worked for
Union Oil Co. of California for
more than 38 years. Survived
by two children and two
grandchildren.

194 7 Robert

R. Board,

Feb. 12. The Montana native
was registrar of California State
University, Fresno, for 24 years.
During World War II, he served
with the 112th Cavalry in the
South Pacific. He was active
in the Sierra Club and Fresno
County Grand Jury. Survived by
his wife of 61 years, MaryLu;
two sons; six grandchildren;
and one great-grandchild.

John G. Gray Jr., May 4.
A native of Los Angeles, he
served in the U.S. Army during
World war II and participated
in the Battle of the Bulge and
the crossing of the Rhine,
earning a Combat Infantryman
Badge and Silver Star. He
established accounting and law
practices and was a part-time

instructor at a junior college
in the 1950s. Survived by his
wife, Janet; three children; five
grandchildren; and two greatgrandchildren.

1949

Eugene L. Heyburn,

March 28. Born and raised in
San Jose, he served with the
Pacific Fleet during World War
II. For 33 years he worked
as area director and district
manager for the Internal
Revenue Service. Survived
by his wife of 63 years,
Melba; seven children; 13
grandchildren; and seven greatgrandchildren.

1950

Robert A. Vatuone '51, J.D.
'53, May 16. A native of San

1964

Jose, he was an SCU law
professor for many years. His
professional career included
associations with the Al Ruffo
law firm; Delmas, Berwick,
Vatuone & Kettmann; Vatuone
& Kettmann; and Vatuone,
Meckler & Miller. He was a
member of the SCU Board
of Trustees and served as
an ombudsman for nursing
homes in Santa Cruz County.
Survived by his wife of 30
years, Roxanne; four children;
two stepdaughters; 10
grandchildren; and two
great-grandchildren.

20 years he worked for the San
Francisco Sheriff's Department.
Survived by his wife, Theresa,
and numerous relatives.

James M. Dowling,

April 12. A native of Alameda,
he played on the Broncos'
Orange Bowl football team
and was named to the football
Hall of Fame at Bellarmine
College Preparatory and SCU.
He was drafted to play for the
Cleveland Browns but turned
down the offer to marry his
girlfriend, Jane, in 1951. He
later served in the U.S. Navy.
Survived by three children; six
grandchildren; seven greatgrandchildren; and a brother.

1951 Anthony "Tony"

Bernard Coolot Diepenbrock
Jr., May 24. The San Francisco
native served in the Army during
World War II and returned
to Santa Clara after the war,
playing basketball and studying
philosophy. He worked as a
judge's clerk at the Federal
District Court of San Francisco
and later joined Townsend
& Townsend Law Firm. He
became a leading authority on
plant patents. Survived by 12
children and 26 grandchildren.

Adrian "Arie" Schoorl J.D.,
March 11 . Survived by his wife,
Blanca, and three children.

Gerald David Stronck, April
18. He was a veteran of World
War II and later worked as a
bank manager and Realtor. He
was a resident of San Mateo
County for 63 years. Survived
by his wife of 52 years,
Frances; five children; and 10
grandchildren.

1952 Willard Joseph

Fay,

Feb. 19. Survived by his wife,
Theresa, and two children.

1956

Redmond Kernan Ill,

April 13. The New York native
served in Korea and in the Army
Reserves for many years, rising
to lieutenant colonel. He worked
for the City of San Francisco's
engineering department and
redevelopment agency and led
in the design, development,
and construction of Moscone
Center, South Beach Harbor,
and the Yerba Buena Center.
Survived by his wife, Sharon
Gadberry; four children; and
four grandchildren.

195 8

Carlos Lopez,

Gerald "Gerry"
Haran, May 22. For more than

1965

Joseph Didone
MBA, Feb. 16. Born Giuseppe

Didone and raised in Rome,
he came to California in 1953
with $50 in his pocket. He
worked his way up to senior
vice president at Guardian
Packaging Corp., later acquired
by American National Can.
Survived by his wife of 55
years, Verna; four children; 1O
grandchildren; and two greatgrandchildren.

Robert James "Bob"
MacDonald '65, M.E. '68,
May 3. The San Francisco
native worked 36 years for
Lockheed Missiles and Space
Co. as an engineer. Survived
by his wife of 41 years, Jean;
three children; and eight
grandchildren.

Leslie "Les" Arthur
Burnell M.S., Feb. 2. Most

1966

of his working life was spent
in Silicon Valley's Sylvania
and GTE corporations as
project manager for the
development of military defense
communications systems.
Survived by three children; a
stepson; two grandchildren;
and five great-grandchildren.

March 5. The president
emeritus of Menlo College was
born in Concepcion, Chile,
and was a longtime resident
of Menlo Park. He was the
great-great-grandson of Faxon
Atherton, for whom the city
of Atherton, Calif., is named.
Lopez taught at Menlo College
from 1962 to 2009, serving
as chair of the humanities
department and director of
athletics. He was president of
the SCU Alumni Association
1994-95. Survived by his wife,
Eveleen, and three children.

Terry Greeley, March 4.

1960

Survived by her sister, Pat
Lechman.

Melvin Prescott,

March 14. A native of San
Francisco, he retired from Wyeth
Labs as a sales rep after 28
years. He served on the Bronco
Bench. Survived by his wife of
41 years, Lynn; two children;
and two grandchildren.

Hector Thomas Garcia
MBA, Feb. 11. A native of
San Juan Bautista, he was a
certified public accountant and
internal auditor. He served in
the Army in World War II and
worked in the private sector
and for the State of California
and University of California.
Survived by his wife of 57
years, Leah; four children;
and five grandchildren.

196 7 Vincent A. Arnerich
Jr. '67, J.D. '70, May 26. The
avid Broncos fan practiced law
in San Jose. Survived by an
uncle and a cousin.
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She is survived by her husband,
Kristin '03 and Ginny '07.

1971 Marilyn Dizon

1978 Terry Chadha, April

Ferguson MBA, Feb. 23.

1. Survived by her husband,
Jagdish; and five children.

Survived by her husband,

Richard A. Ferguson '69,

1979 Corazon Tamayo

and three children, including
Maria '96 and Richard '98.

MBA, March 21. Survived by
her husband, Douglas.

1973 Ronald D. Lowe
MBA, April 4. A native of East

1989

Barbara Dabel M.A.,

1994

Gary D. Mizak MBA,

Alton, Ill., he served in the Army
and trained as an electronic
technician on the Nike Missile
defense systems. He served as
a research and development
engineer for Hewlett-Packard
for 33 years, then operated a
data communications consulting
practice and later was an
adjunct professor at Mesa Sate
College. Survived by his wife of
37 years, Sally E. Linkletter; four
children; and four grandchildren.

April 20. She taught at various
elementary schools before
earning a master's degree and
administrative credential from
SCU. She later worked at Cedar
Grove Elementary, Quimby Oak
Middle, Carlton Elementary, and
Alta Vista Elementary schools
as a principal. Survived by her
husband of 46 years, Walter;
two daughters; and three
grandchildren.

1974

May 5. A native of Erie, Penn.,
for the past 24 years he lived
in California and worked in the
finance department of Levi
Strauss & Co. Survived by a
sister and three brothers.

Mary L. Mini, July 18,

2008.

Christina Robinson, Feb.
27. A native of Livermore, she
worked for several engineering
firms before forming Robinson
& Associates. She was a
regular participant in the
senior thesis review for SCU
engineering students. Survived
by a sister; brother-in-law;
aunt; and cousin.

1995 Brian Hegarty '95,
M.A. '98, June 1. He had
recently been named to head
St. Clare Catholic School in
Santa Clara when he passed
away unexpectedly at age 35.
Having grown up in Phoenix, he
had been teaching at St. Clare
since 1999. Survivors include
his parents and four brothers.

1975 Valerie Lavonne
Jacobs M.A., Jan. 5.
1976

Robert J. Mazza,

March 4. A lifelong resident of
Fremont, he worked in banking,
most recently as senior vice
president at United American
Bank. Survived by his wife of
30 years, Gail; three children;
and one grandchild.
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See updatesat santaclaramagazine.com
Sponsor

Event

Contact

Contact Info

4

Chicago

Presidential Mass & Brunch

Jack Bycraft '89
& Lorraine Snyder '93

jbycraft@vedderprice.com
or lsnyde2@luc.edu

San Diego

Alumni Career Networking
Reception

Jill Sempel '00

jill_sempel@yahoo.com

8

Sacramento

Oktoberfest Celebration

Carole HON '73 &
Paul Bossenmaier '73

916-973-8651

10

11

Washington D.C.

Presidential Mass & Reception
with Solar Decathlon Team

John Spieth '06

jspieth@scu.edu

15

President's Speaker
Series

Janet Napolitano '79

Office of Marketing
and Communications

408-554-4400 or
www.scu.edu/speakerseries

Alumni Association

Grand Reunion Weekend

Alumni Office

408-554-6800

15-18

18
24
28

Alumni Association

Football Reunion

Paul Neilan '70

pneilan@scu.edu

San Diego

AFO Habitat for Humanity

Mary Modeste Smoker '81

msmoker@scu.edu

Santa Clara Valley AFO

Volunteer at Sacred
Heart Community Center

Mary Modeste Smoker '81

msmoker@scu.edu

31

Los Angeles AFO

East LA Tutoring Project

Martin Sanchez '02

mpsanchez@scu.edu

Portland

Men's Soccer Pregame Reception

Jeremy Solly '05
& David Thompson '01, J.D. '05

jdsolly@gmail.com or
davidmthompson@gmail.com

5

President's Speaker
Series

Jon Sobrino, S.J.

Office of Marketing
and Communications

408-554-4400 or
www.scu.edu/speakerseries

Central Coast

Annual Fall Dinner

Brendan Morris '93

bmorris@morrisgarritano.com

5

msmoker@scu.edu

Date

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

6

Alumni Association

First Friday Mass & Lunch

Mary Modeste Smoker '81

Phoenix AFO

Service Project at Maggie's Place

Lynn Brysacz '83

mizbry@gmail.com

7

Peninsula AFO

Food Packing at
St. Francis Center-Redwood City

Mary Modeste Smoker '81

msmoker@scu.edu

7

Los Angeles AFO

East LA Tutoring Project

Martin Sanchez '02

mpsanchez@scu.edu

14

msmoker@scu.edu

14

East Bay AFO

Food Packing at
St. Vincent de Paul

Mary Modeste Smoker '81

Alumni Association

Alumni & Student Mexico
Immersion Trip

John Spieth '06

jspieth@scu.edu

20-24

Monterey/Salinas

AFO Service Project
with AG Against Hunger

Mary Modeste Smoker '81

msmoker@scu.edu

21

Santa Cruz

Winter Luncheon

Bob Dennis '79

rdennis@lighthousebank.net

3

Alumni Association

First Friday Mass & Lunch

Mary Modeste Smoker '81

msmoker@scu.edu

4

Phoenix

Presidential Mass & Reception

Seamus Walsh '94

swalsh@brophyprep.org

5

San Francisco AFO

Toys for Tots Distribution

Mary Modeste Smoker '81

msmoker@scu.edu

5

jill_sempel@yahoo.com

DECEMBER

6

San Diego

Presidential Mass & Brunch

Jill Sempel '00

Annual Holiday Reception

Carol Chamberlain '78

carolchamberlain@comcast.net

10

Sacramento
Santa Clara Valley AFO

Holiday Party at
Home Safe Shelter

Mary Modeste Smoker '81

msmoker@scu.edu

10
12

San Francisco

Day at the Nutcracker

John Spieth '06

jspieth@scu.edu

Santa Clara University,a comprehensiveJesuit
Catholic universitylocated 40 miles south of San
Francisco in California'sSilicon Valley,offers its 8,758
students rigorous undergraduatecurricula in arts and
sciences, business,and engineering,plus master'sand
law degrees and engineeringPh.D.s. Distinguished
nationally by one of the highest graduation rates

among all U.S. master's universities,California'soldest
~ qperating higher-educationinstitution demonstrates
·,' fjith-inspired values of ethics and social justice. For
more information,see www.scu.edu.
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Santa Clara Magazine is printed
on paper and at a printing facility
certified by SmartWood to Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC)
standards. From forest
management to paper production
to printing, FSC certification
represents the highest social and
environmental standards. The
paper contains 30 percent postconsumer recovered fiber.
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SAVE THE DATE!
Volunteer with SCU Alumni
in New Orleans
January 201 0
www.scu.edu/afo

Travel and learn with
SCU Alumni in Italy
Aug./Sept. 2010
www.scu.edu/alumnitravel

Say syrah, syrah

fragile and miraculous the whole process can be. Birds, squirrels, skunks,
and other troubles can destroy your
Savoring the rewards of patience, contemplation, and TLZ
hopes of a successful harvest. We worry
about oak root fungus, which appears
to have killed a few of our vines. Two
THOMAS G. PLANTE
years ago I battled pesky raccoons, who
managed to eat several vines of grapes.
And in 2005 we lost all of our grapes
thanks to the wrong kinds of rain at
We call our wine TLZ-for the
family and I fondly say
the wrong time of year, which resulted
three members of our Plante family:
at we have the best syrah
in devastating mold and mildew.
Tom, Lori (my wife), and Zach (my
enlo Park has to offer.
Often I say chat I'm glad that the
son, now 13). The label was designed by
(Although to our knowledge, it is
vineyard is my hobby and not my liveSCU students in a graphic design class.
the onlysyrah grown in Menlo Park.)
lihood. My family and I certainly have
According to one friend who is a wine
While that doesn't put us in the league
developed much more empathy for
professional, our syrah is "medium-full
of prominent winemaking alumni
those who depend on growing food for
body, nicely controlled, with soft tanand friends of Santa Clara-including
their living. Our most recent harvest in
nins ... [with a] nice melange of dark
MichaelMondavi '66, the Sebastianis,
October 2008 yielded 450 pounds of
cherry, blackberry, tar,
and Fess Parker-it is the result of a
grapes, translating into about
licorice, tea, black pepper,
decade of growing grapes at our home
110 bottles of wine. That's
[and] baking spices." In a
on the Peninsula.
plenty of wine to keep our
word, yummy! One of our
A decade ago we were able to purfamily and friends busy but
biggest thrills thus far was
chase an adjacent property and plant
less than the 1,000 pounds
having our wine featured
about 100 vines of syrah. One of my
of grapes and 240 bocciesof
at a Santa Clara Trustees'
good friends, Dave Gates, is the vitiwine we got from the 2007
dinner.
culturist at Ridge Winery in the Santa
harvest.
My family and
The vineyard is, for
Cruz Mountains. He analyzed the soil,
I am especially grateful
have
certainly
I
me, a place for prayer and
made appropriate amendments, and
my son has grown up
that
developed much
contemplation. So often
chose vines that he felt would thrive
with our vineyard, to betmore empathy
particular concerns, worin our microclimate. We planted syrah
ter appreciate where and
for those who
ries, and problems are
clones from the United States, France,
how food grows-and to
either solved or don't seem depend on
and Australia. He tutored and advised
understand the challenges
so bad while working
me on caring for the vineyard, and I
growing food for of successfully getting fruit
there. Though the work is
enrolled in several courses on viticulture.
to harvest. He enjoys it, is
their living.
more than one man can
While my family and I care for the vineproud of the family vineyard,
do alone, I joke with my
yard, Dave makes and bottles the wine
and joyfully shares it with
wife and son that if they want to retain
at the winery.
his friends and visitors. (He created the
their initials on the wine label, they
vineyard Web page.) After all of this
Fruitful harvest:ZachPlanteandthe grapesof '08
have to help me in the vineyard when
vineyard work, though, he was rather
needed-otherwise, the font on the
disappointed with his first taste from
label representing their contribution will
our inaugural boccies in 2002. He was
get smaller and smaller.
expecting something a bit sweeter, like
The harvest is a truly communal
Juicy Juice. Although he is only 13, he
effort, with friends and family helping,
claims that he wants to come to Santa
followed by a celebratory dinner party.
Clara for college and become a bioloAround the table are friends from diverse
gist. I certainly hope that his desire
backgrounds-a bread delivery truck
comes to fruition.
driver, a former astronaut, a few Silicon
In addition to growing grapes for TLZ Wine,
Valley CEOs and CFOs, a trained pasThomas Plante is a professor of psycholtry chef, a few professional writers, too
ogy at Santa Clara University and director
many psychologists, and my son's kinof the Spirituality and Health Institute.
dergarten teacher-all with a common
passion for great food and wine.
W EE\ C LU S IVE S
We have learned a great deal while
See more photos from the TLZ vineyard
managing a small vineyard. Not only
at santaclaramagazine.com.
about growing wine grapes but how
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